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Abstract

Name: Milind Kumar Audichya

Enrollment: 159997431001

Branch: Computer Science

Title of the Thesis: A Computational Linguistic

Approach For Metadata Generation For Hindi Poetry

Abstract

The research work presents the mechanism for the automatic metadata generation for
Hindi poetry. The research work is carried out with the mixed approach of a combination
of Natural Language Processing and Computational Linguistics as per the demand of the
research problem. In this research work, the primary focus is on the Hindi Verses (‘Ch-
hand’).

The hidden knowledge behind the writing mechanics of Hindi verses is coming from
the long back times of the ‘Vedas’ and ‘Puranas’. Unfortunately, due to the lack of proper
management and documentation, this is slowly getting extinct. This research work tried
to generate the hierarchical structure for the Hindi verses and put the appropriate Hindi
Verses in the relevant classes. After collecting, identifying, and manually validating the
rules through the manual calculations of each rule found from the different sources, the
structure is created to make it usable for research purposes.

Further, the construction rules of Hindi Verses are rule-based modeled, through which
the detection and identification of the Hindi Verses take place. Along with that, stopwords
filtering is also incorporated. With the integration of the wordnet, the meanings of the
words and example sentences of the respective words are also included in the automatic
metadata. Apart from this, examples of the detected Hindi verses are also populated to
understand the detected Hindi Verse better. The automatically generated metadata con-
cerning computational linguistics includes details about lines, characters, stanzas, sym-
bolic representation, diacritics, type, subtype, Quantities Count, Sequence of Characters,

xiv
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and much more metadata. The Hindi poetry corpus is also one of the problems which is
required to be handle while working for Hindi poetry-based research works, this research
work also contribute for the corpus creation of Hindi poetry.

The research work is not limited to Hindi Verses. It also opens up the new research
stream of the Hindi ‘Figure of Speech’ for which the Hierarchical structure is constructed
as similar to the Hindi Verses. This Ph.D. Thesis will help in automatic metadata genera-
tion for Hindi Poetry, it will improve existing keyword-based search results delivery with
metadata, enhance the management of Hindi Poetic literature, and, most importantly, it
will play a vital role in saving the extinct Hindi Verses.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is among the emerging technologies, which can be
said as the combination of computer science (CS), computational linguistics (CL), and ar-
tificial intelligence (AI) [1]. The main goal of NLP is to make computers process natural
languages to understand the language and accomplish meaningful tasks to make everyday
life much easier. Some recent trending examples of the NLP of recent times are speech to
real-time text typing, email reply sentence writing suggestions, sentence formation with
spelling checking and grammatical rules, the suggestion to create reminders based on
the dates mentioned in the event-based emails and meetings, searching online about any
information. Life-changing products like Smart Voice Assistants, Interactive Voice Re-
sponse (IVR) and automatic question and answering systems, etc., are becoming a part
of our routine life based on the NLP. All these products are using natural language to
communicate with the users.

Based on these remarkable examples, one can easily understand that in NLP, work
is going on for understanding the real meaning of natural language first. The efforts
are going on to use the same understanding in representing or responding according to
the already understood meaning, but this is still a challenging aim to achieve. A natu-
ral language is a systematically managed system that is specially designed to express the
conveyor’s sense. The meaning can be conveyed in several forms, such as: Using sound
or audio (Speech) [2, 3], With the help of some gestures (Sign Language) [4], or with the
help of some symbols or image sequence (Writing) [5]. These are the several ways one
can communicate, and it seems easy to interpret, right? Obviously, it looks easy but let
us know what makes NLP hard. Several aspects make the NLP field harder to achieve
its fundamental goals. It is complex to make computers learn and represent the natural
language using linguistics, while the natural languages are full of plenty of ambiguities
[6]. The natural languages used by humans require a lot of understanding of real-world
situations, context-based knowledge, and some common sense.

1
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Many significant improvements were observed in NLP in various stages such as text,
speech, semantics, and syntax. Different tools for the parts-of-speech (POS), parsing,
and entities are developed too. These are helping society with the question-answering
systems, automatic chatbots, emotion detection, machine translation (MT), etc.

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is made up of two significant parts [7]:

1. Natural Language Understanding (NLU),

2. Natural Language Generation (NLG)

In initial NLP-based research works using various techniques, the unstructured data is
converted into structured data, which is used to be analyzed with the NLU [8, 9]. Natu-
ral Language Understanding helps computers understand the meaning with the impact or
intent of the phrases used in human’s natural languages for communication. Sentiment
detection, classification based on various aspects, entities detection is some of the actual
applications of the NLU. In NLU, the machine needs to analyze, deal and interpret differ-
ent kinds of unknown and ambiguous or erroneous expressions, making it more difficult.

Natural Language Generation (NLG) comes into the picture when something is pro-
duced by computers concerning the natural language, either in written or spoken form
from a specific dataset [10, 11]. NLG aims to better communicate between machines and
humans; it is also trying to simulate the human-to-human kind of conversations. Sup-
pose one has to understand it from the research perspective. In that case, it can be said as
NLG is using different mathematical information and formulas to analyze and extract the
different patterns from the appropriate databases and try to make sense out of them in a
form that humans can quickly understand. The application of the NLG can be understood
with one of its examples. In Automatic content writing, the computer systems usually try
to scrape the related keywords articles of the desired titled document from the different
sources on the internet. After collecting the data, it tries to summarize everything quickly
and develop a new piece of meaningful information. In NLG, the various ideas which are
usually transformed into the response are generally known precisely.

Now it’s time to learn a bit of the Computational Linguistics (CL) part of NLP, pow-
erful complementary technology to NLP. It is a more often asked question that how both
of these are different from each other? NLP and CL are both considered near-synonyms
nowadays [12, 13]. In NLP, machines learn from repetitive examples and usually work
very well when one has large datasets or plenty of data. Computational Linguistics, which
is also a part of Artificial Intelligence (AI), is more about deconstructing any language,
the syntax, and the composition of the words and sentences to know the actual meanings,
And CL works very well even when one is not having an extensive data corpus or the
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datasets are smaller in size. These technologies (NLP and CL) work together based on
the need for hours to achieve the desired outcome. Both are interdisciplinary fields and
work for the computational modeling of natural languages.

The importance of CL can be understood by Mark Steedman’s following statements
of 2007 in The Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) Presidential Address,
Mark is a cognitive scientist and computational linguist.

“Human knowledge is expressed in language. So computational linguistics
is very important [14].”

Two main types of processing approaches are there when it comes to processing nat-
ural languages with context to computational linguistics [12]:

1. Text Based Approach,

2. Speech Based Approach

It is known as per the name itself that the text-based approach is used to deal with the
text-related processing works, and the speech-based method is used to deal with the au-
dio or sound-based data processing of the natural languages.

As per the Ethnologue [15], 7139 languages are spoken around the world as of 2021.
Out of these languages, only 23 languages are spoken by more than half of the world’s
population. Research works are going on for many languages which are widely known
and used across the world. Good growth concerning NLP and CL can be observed for
the languages such as Arabic, Chinese, English, Persian, etc., which will be discussed in-
depth in Chapter 2. Literature Review. Hindi is one of the top 10 most spoken languages
in the world in 2021 [16]. In India Hindi is a constitutionally accepted official language
along with English [17].

Every language requires a script for written representation. Hindi also requires the
same and is written through the Devanagari script. With the help of Devanagari script,
more than 120 languages are written [18]. Nowadays, Hindi can be typed easily with
Unicode’s help. The Devanagari script is a part of the Unicode Standard, and its Unicode
range is 0900-097F [19], which includes almost all the alphabets of the Hindi language.
Nearly all the Hindi alphabets for which appropriate rules were found are included in this
research work. Now the question that comes here is: How many alphabets/letters are
there in Hindi?

According to Wikipedia [17], there are 44 primary characters, but there is a differ-
ence of opinion on this number and there are many different opinions [20–23]. For this
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4

research work 52 alphabets are considered. The segregation of the Hindi Alphabets is as
follow:
The vowels (‘स्वर’) : 11
( ‘अ’, ‘आ’, ‘इ’, ‘ई’, ‘उ’, ‘ऊ’, ‘ऋ’, ‘ए’, ‘ऐ’, ‘ओ’, ‘औ’ )

The consonants (‘ ंजन’) – 33
( ‘क’, ‘ख’, ‘ग’, ‘घ’, ‘ड’, ‘च’, ‘छ’, ‘ज’, ‘झ’, ‘ञ’, ‘ट’, ‘ठ’, ‘ड’, ‘ढ’, ‘ण’, ‘त’, ‘थ’, ‘द’, ‘ध’, ‘न’, ‘प’, ‘फ’,
‘ब’, ‘भ’, ‘म’, ‘य’, ‘र’, ‘ल’, ‘व’, ‘श’, ‘ष’, ‘स’, ‘ह’ )

Combined consonants (‘संयु ंजन’) – 4
( ‘क्ष’, ‘त्र’, ‘ज्ञ’, ‘श्र’ )

Anusvar, Anunasic or Chandrapindu ( ‘अनुस्वार’, ‘अनुना सक या चंद्र ब�दु’) – 1
( ‘◌ं’ ) or ( ‘◌ँ’ )

Visarg (‘ वसगर्’) - 1
( ‘:’ )

Binary consonant (‘ द्वगुण ंजन’) – 2
( ‘ड़’, ‘ढ़’ )

There are fifty-two (11+33+4+1+2=52) total alphabets/letters in Hindi as discussed,
through which the words and sentences are formed, which is the initial entity of any lit-
erature.

The prevalence of any language can be known from its literature. Literature is a word
from Latin that means “writing formed with letters”, in general, it is also meant as to-
getherness [24]. The Hindi language is having a lot of literature in its heritage. There are
mainly two forms of literature which are: Prose and Poetry. A well-known French poet
and critic named Paul Valéry compared the prose to walking and poetry to dancing [25].

The word “Prose” is coming from Latin language, which means’ Straight’ or ‘Direct’
[26]. The prose is written in paragraphs which is a combination of the sentences. In short
words, it can be expressed as that prose is direct and straightforward writing practice in
which the writer tries to convey the feelings and thoughts as precisely and transparently
as possible. As prose is compared with walking, it means prose is functional and provides
some information. In prose, the message which includes information is essential. Prose
can be paraphrased or summarized.
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The word “Poetry” is derived from Greek language, which means ‘Making’ [27]. Po-
etry is generally written in verse, and verses are made up of stanzas. Poetry usually leaves
plenty of things unsaid for its reader’s imagination, which is often known as “reading be-
tween the lines”. As poetry is compared with dancing, it aims to delight. Usually, in a
poem, the importance conveys the experience rather than any information or meaning.
One can paraphrase or summarize poetry, but that paraphrase cannot be said a poem as it
will eventually lose its charm of poetry stanzas.

Literature, prose, poetry, and language-related discussions are added here due to a
purpose. Here the author wants to contrast the concept of prose and poetry because it is
essential to know this difference from the point of view of NLP. Thus, the language pro-
cessing treatment given to the prose is different, and the treatment given to poetry is also
different. It will further differ in the case of different types of languages and their respec-
tive scripts. From the language processing view, prose processing is more straightforward
than the processing of poetry as the construction of prose is simple, and the structure of
poetry itself is complex.

In Hindi literature, there are several styles or ways of writing. Like: Satire, Play-
writing, Poetry, Essay Writing. Hindi Kavita or Hindi Poetry is one of the very popular
among these ways of writing, and This is the only reason there are plenty of poems written
in theHindi language bymanywriters. To name a few, some great names such as Tulsidas,
Surdas, Kabirdas, Rahimdas, Suryakant Tripathi ‘Nirala’, Harivanshrai Bachchan, Ma-
hadevi Verma, Makhanlal Chaturvedi, Maithili Sharan Gupt, Sumitranandan Pant, and
Ramdhari Singh ‘Dinkar’ can be considered. Still, the list is not limited to these only.
There are plenty of writers who contributed to the Hindi poetry segment of Hindi Litera-
ture. In this research work, efforts were given to include the poems from as many writers
as possible. There is a vast repository of poems in Hindi literature in physical form. A
significant portion of poetry is available in the form of physical books, magazines, and
papers. Physical Hindi poetry will be digitized today or tomorrow as research works
to digitize the offline physical data at a good pace using Optical Character Recognition
(OCR), which helps store data through the higher quality of document imaging. Some
advanced OCR-based research works [28–31] even claiming to extract text out of it .

Poems have been written in the Hindi language for so many decades. One of Hindi
Poetry’s best examples is ‘Hanuman Chalisa’(‘हनुमान चालीसा’). Poet Goswami Tulsidas
wrote ‘Hanuman Chalisa’(‘हनुमान चालीसा’) in the 16th Century. The poem is a combina-
tion of ‘Doha’(‘दोहा’) and ‘Chaupai’(‘चौपाई’), which are the core types of Hindi Verses [32].

Here is the concluding ‘Doha’(‘दोहा’) from ‘Hanuman Chalisa’(‘हनुमान चालीसा’).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6

‘पवनतनय संकट हरन, मंगल मूर त रूप।
राम लखन सीता स हत, हृदय बसहु सुर भूप॥’

Hindi poetry is made up of the three major components, which are as follows:

• ‘Chhand’ (Verse or Metre – ‘छंद’) [33]

• ‘Alankar’ (Figure of Speech – ‘अलंकार’) [34]

• ‘Ras’ (Sentiment – ‘रस’)[35]

All three components develop the magical essence in Hindi poetry, giving readers or lis-
teners the feeling of amusement, entertainment, or mesmerizing glide. These three have
their own respectively associated rules which need to be followed while constructing any
poem. Each of these is having different classes or types based on the various criteria.
This research work revolves around the Verse or Metre, known as ‘Chhand / Chhands’
in Hindi. For better explanation and understanding, these terms are used throughout this
thesis. The research work also tries to touch the ‘Alankar’ component of Hindi poetry
known as ‘Figure of Speech’ in English. It was not the initial part of the main objective
and scope of this research work. Later on, it was included as it will give a fresh start to
a separate wing of research in Hindi poetry as distinguished Hindi Metre/Verse or Hindi
sentiment-related research.

Let us understand the Hindi Verse and The Hindi Figure of Speech more one by one.

• Hindi Verse,

• Hindi Figure of Speech

6
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1.1 Hindi Verse

Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’- ‘छंद’) or Metre are coming from the Sanskrit language originally
[33, 36]. Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’- ‘छंद’) can be said as one of its highest ancient develop-
ment because it inherits many refinements and the original tongue and verbal flexibility.
To understand this research better, one needs to know about the complexity and construc-
tion rules of Hindi Verse first. Plenty of type of Verses (‘Chhands’- ‘छंद’) are written in
the Hindi language; one thing is to be noted here because each type has its own unique
rule of formation and that only makes it special or different from other ‘Chhand’ types.

In this research work, efforts were made to include as many Hindi Verses(‘Chhands’-
‘छंद’) as possible, and it is designed in such a way that if any type is left, then that can
be added with no or minor change. To accomplish the same initial information about
Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’- ‘छंद’) were needed, the information collection phase was tough
and challenging because no standard or well-managed information was found which can
be used directly for research purpose. To include every penny information, all the trust-
worthy sources like recently published books, old ancient books, internet blogs [37, 38],
portals [39–41], websites [42], handwritten notes, etc. were traced as per the validation
by Hindi academic expert’s views on different contents with the better understanding of
the construction rules relevant to the Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’ - ‘छंद’).

This research attempts to give a systematic view of Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’- ‘छंद’)
from a computational linguistics perspective and is mainly related to Hindi Verses only.
Verses are called as ‘Chhand’ in Hindi and holds an imperative spot in the poetry division
of Hindi literature. As per the ancient times books, it was found that the Hindi Verses
(‘Chhand’ - ‘छंद’) is derived from the long back times of Vedas and Puranas, which are
the uttermost part of the Indian knowledge management and Hinduism – The oldest re-
ligion in the world. Being a ‘Vedangs’( ‘वेदांग’) [43], ‘Chhand’ (‘छंद’) is one of the six
ancient times auxiliary disciplines which are required for the study of the ancient Vedic
‘Vedas’. An old saint and renowned mathematician ‘Pingal’(‘ प�गल’) [44], who is also
identified as ‘Pingalacharya’(‘ प�गलाचायर्’) and ‘Sheshaavtar’(‘शेषावतार’), created a ‘Chhand-
shastra’(‘छंदशास्त्र’) [45] used to teach and provide the knowledge of Hindi Verse is also
discussed and referenced in ‘Vedas’(‘वेद’) and ‘Puranas’(‘पुराण’) [46].

The poetic composition is known as Verse or Metre or ‘Chhand’(‘छंद’), and the com-
position which is not poetical is usually called Prose.
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1.2 Core ‘Chhand’ Types

‘Chhands’ are bifurcated into two core types as given below [45]:

1. ‘Vedic Chhands’ (‘वै दक छंद’)

2. ‘Laukik Chhands’(‘लौ कक छंद’)

1.2.1 ‘Vedic Chhands’ (‘वै दक छंद’)
‘Vedic Chhands’ (‘वै दक छंद’) is from the ancient time of ‘Vedas’ (‘वेद’) and is primarily
written in the Sanskrit language. The Vedic Sanskrit Mantras are based on the ‘Vedic
Chhands’ (‘वै दक छंद’), that can be observed and traced in different Mantras. To name a
few some well known ‘Vedic Chhands’ (‘वै दक छंद’) are: ‘Atyashthi’ (‘अत्य ’), ‘Anushtup’
(‘अनु ुप’), ‘Ashti’ (‘अ ’), ‘Atijagti’ (‘अ तजगती’), ‘Atishakkari’ (‘अ तशक्वर ’), ‘Bruhati’ (
‘बृहती’ ), ‘Dhruti’ (‘धृ त’), ‘Dwipada Virat’ (‘ द्वपदा वराट’), ‘Ekpada Virat’ (‘एकपदा वराट’),
‘Gayatri’ (‘गायत्री’), ‘Jagati’ (‘जगती’), ‘Mahabruhati’ (‘महाबृहती’), ‘Pankti’ (‘पं ’), ‘Pragath’
(‘प्रगाथ’), ‘Prastar Pankti’ (‘प्रस्तार पं ’), ‘Shakkari’ (‘शक्वर ’), ‘Trishthup’ (‘ त्र ुप’), ‘Ushnik’
(‘उिष्णक्’), ‘Virat’ (‘ वराट’) [47].

One of the prevalent and familiar Vedic Mantra from – Rigveda 3.62.10, named Gay-
atri Mantra, is written in Gayatri Chhand [48].

‘ॐ भूभुर्वः स्वः तत्स वतुवर्रेण्यं भग देवस्य धीम ह धयो यो नः प्रचोदयात् ॥’

(‘om bhur bhuvah svah tatsavitur varenyam bhargo devasya dhimahi dhiyo yo nah pra-
chodayat’ – Let’s pray in front of God, who is the producer of this beautiful world. May
God enlightens us by divine spirituality.)
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1.2.2 ‘Laukik Chhands’(‘लौ कक छंद’)
‘Laukik Chhands’ (‘लौ कक छंद’) are not from Vedas, and these are the verses that the peo-
ple create. These ‘Chhands’ (‘छंद’) are written in Sanskrit as well as Hindi. In this research
work, only Hindi ‘Laukik Chhands’ are focused and included. ‘Laukik Chhands’ (‘लौ कक
छंद’) are organized into the three groups as per the characteristics of the construction prac-
tices of these verses as follow [45]:

1. ‘Matrik Chhands’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’)

2. ‘Varnik Chhands / Vrutts’ (‘व ण�क छंद / वृ ’)

3. ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ (‘मु क/मु छंद’)

Further sub-classes of these classes are also there, based on the nature and rules of con-
struction.

Figure 1.1: Classes and Subclasses of ‘Laukik Chhand’

Figure 1.1 represents about Classes and Subclasses of ‘Laukik Chhand’. There are
three different types of verses concerning even-odd stanzas [49–52].

Even Verses (‘सम’)

Whose all four stanzas have the same symptoms [49, 52].

9
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Half-Even Verses (‘अधर्सम’)

Whose odd-odd, i.e., first and the third stanza are of the same symptoms, and even-even,
the second and fourth stanzas are of the same symptoms [49, 52]. The verses that are
written in two lines are called a ‘Dal’(‘दल’) [51].

Odd Verses (‘ वषम’)

Which are neither Even nor Half-Even are considered Odd. The composition of verses
with more than four phases is also considered as Odd [49, 52].

There are further two types of Even Verses also.

In Matrik Verses, if the number of quantities (‘मात्रा’) is up to 32, then these verses are
considered as General Verses (‘साधारण छंद’). If the number of quantities (‘मात्रा’) is more
than 32, then these verses are considered as ‘Dandak’ (‘दंडक’) Verses [49, 52].

In Varnik Verses/Vrutt, if the number of Varna is up to 26, then these verses are con-
sidered as General Verses/Vrutt (‘साधारण छंद / वृ ’). If the number of Varna is more than
26, then these verses are considered as ‘Dandak’ Verses/Vrutt (‘दंडक छंद / वृ ’) [49, 52].

In this research work, the hierarchy is considered up to three levels only, in that also
specially in ‘Varnik Verses/ Vrutt’(‘व ण�क छंद / वृ ’) the theoretical presence of Half-Even
Verses (‘अधर्सम’) and Odd Verses (‘ वषम’) were seen but appropriate satisfactory rules
and examples were not found. It is believed that in Hindi Verses, no Matrik Odd Verses,
VarnikHalf-EvenVerses, andVarnikOddVerses are there [52]. Still, There are provisions
to add these in case any adequate information is found in upcoming times. The detailed
structure of these classes is included in Section 3.4 Hierarchical structure construction of
Hindi Metre.
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1.3 Core Classes of Hindi Verse

It is known as per the discussion in ‘Laukik Chhands’(‘लौ कक छंद’) and Figure 1.1 Classes
and Subclasses of ‘Laukik Chhand’, that there are three core classes of Hindi Verse. Let
us discuss something about each.

1.3.1 ‘Matrik Chhands’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’)
The verses which are made up of the fixed number of quantities (‘मात्रा’) in each of the ba-
sic four stanzas (‘Charan’-(‘चरण’)) are known as ‘Matrik Chhand’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) or Matrik
Verse [49]. The sequence of various characters (‘Varna’ - ‘वणर्’ such as (‘Laghu’-(‘लघ’ु) /
‘Guru’-(‘गुरु’)) is irrelevant in Matrik Verses.

Example:

‘माखन- मश्री हाथ में,
लेकर कान्हा भागा।
लीला जसने देख ली,
भाग्य उसी का जागा।’

Here in this example of one of Matrik Verse named ‘Muktamani’ (‘मु ाम ण’) Verse
in which the quantities in each stanza are [13, 12, 13, 12]. One might wonder how these
quantities are calculated; for the answer to the same, the quantity calculation is discussed
in depth in Section 3.3 Simplified Quantity Calculation Rules.

Table 1.1: A few ‘Sam Matrik Verses’(‘सममा त्रक छंद’)

S. N. Verse Name Class Sub Class Matra Count

1 Ahir (‘अहीर’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘सममा त्रक छंद’) 11

2 Tomar (‘तोमर’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘सममा त्रक छंद’) 12

3 Chaupai (‘चौपाई’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘सममा त्रक छंद’) 16

4 Rola (‘रोला’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘सममा त्रक छंद’) 24

5 Ullala (‘उल्लाला’ (‘सममा त्रक’)) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘सममा त्रक छंद’) 26

6 Gitika (‘गी तका’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘सममा त्रक छंद’) 26

7 Harigitika (‘ह रगी तका’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘सममा त्रक छंद’) 28

8 Tribhangi (‘ त्रभंगी’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘सममा त्रक छंद’) 32

Table 1.1. is representing A few ‘Sam Matrik Verses’(‘सममा त्रक छंद’) along with their
Matra Count or Quantity. In ‘Sam Matrik’ Verse, all stanzas have the same Quantity or
Matra Count.

Different tables mentioned here (Table 1.1,1.2,1.3,1.4) are derived from the discus-
sion and pieces of information collected from multiple sources such as recently published
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books [50], old ancient books [49, 46, 51], internet blogs [37, 38], portals [39–41], web-
sites [42, 52], after proper mannual verification.

Table 1.2: Some ‘Ardh Sam Matrik Verses’(‘अद्धर्सममा त्रक छंद’)
S. N. Verse Name Class Sub Class Even Matra Count Odd Matra Count

1 Barvai (‘बरवै’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Ardh Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘अद्धर्सममा त्रक छंद’) 7 13

2 Doha (‘दोहा’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Ardh Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘अद्धर्सममा त्रक छंद’) 11 11

3 Sortha (‘सोरठा’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Ardh Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘अद्धर्सममा त्रक छंद’) 13 13

4 Roopmala (‘रूपमाला’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Ardh Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘अद्धर्सममा त्रक छंद’) 14 12

5 Ullala (‘उल्लाला’ (‘अद्धर्सममा त्रक’)) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Ardh Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘अद्धर्सममा त्रक छंद’) 15 10

6 Tantak (‘ताटकं’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Ardh Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘अद्धर्सममा त्रक छंद’) 16 14

7 Kukubh (‘कुकुभ’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Ardh Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘अद्धर्सममा त्रक छंद’) 16 14

8 Veer (‘वीर’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Ardh Sam Matrik Verse’ (‘अद्धर्सममा त्रक छंद’) 16 15

Table 1.2 is representing Some ‘Ardh Sam Matrik Verses’(‘अद्धर्सममा त्रक छंद’) along
with their Matra Count or Quantity. In ‘Ardh Sam Matrik’ Verse, all even stanzas have
the same Quantity or Matra Count, and Odd stanzas have the same Quantity or Matra
Count.

Table 1.3: ‘Visham Matrik Verses’(‘ वषम मा त्रक छंद’)
S. N. Verse Name Class Sub Class Details

1 Kundliya (‘कंुड लया’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Visham Matrik Verse’ (‘ वषम मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Doha’ + ‘Rola’ (‘दोहा’ + ‘रोला’)
2 Chappay (‘छप्पय’) ‘Matrik Verse’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Visham Matrik Verse’ (‘ वषम मा त्रक छंद’) ‘Rola’ + ‘Ullala’ (‘रोला’ + ‘उल्लाला’)

Table 1.3 is showing about ‘Visham Matrik Verses’(‘ वषम मा त्रक छंद’) which are made
up of the combination of ‘Sam Matrik’ Verse and ‘Ardh Sam Matrik’ Verse.
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1.3. CORE CLASSES OF HINDI VERSE 13

1.3.2 ‘Varnik Chhands / Vrutts’ (‘व ण�क छंद / वृ ’)
The verses based upon the computation of characters (‘Varnas’ - ‘वणर्’) using the Prede-
fined Sequenced Characters (‘Ganas’-‘गण’) and mainly based on the sequence of charac-
ters (‘Varnas’-‘वणर्’) are called ‘Varnik Chhands / Vrutts’ (‘व ण�क छंद / वृ ’) or Varnik Verse
[49]. The verses which are based on the ‘Ganas’(‘गण’), and having the fixed sequence of
characters (‘Varnas’- ‘वणर्’) (‘Laghu’(‘लघ’ु) / ‘Guru’(‘गुरु’)) in all four stanzas are named
as ‘Varnik Vrutt’ (‘व ण�क वृ ’) or Even Verses (‘सम छंद’).
Example:

‘ प्रय प त वह मेरा प्राण प्यारा कहाँ ह।ै
दुख-जल ध नमग्ना का सहारा कहाँ ह।ै।
अब तक जसको मैं देख के जी सक हू।ँ
वह हृदय हमारा नेत्र तारा कहाँ ह।ै।’

Here is the example of one of the Varnik Verse named ‘Malini’ (‘मा लनी’), which is made
up of the combination sequence of ‘Ganas’ in each stanza like : (‘NaGana + NaGana +
MaGana + YaGana + YaGana’) for which symbolic arrangement is (‘। । । । । । ऽ ऽ ऽ ।
ऽ ऽ । ऽ ऽ’). Quantity calculation and Symbolic rules are discussed in depth in ‘Ganas’
are discussed in Section 3.2 Components of Hindi Verse or ‘Chhand’ and Section 3.3
Simplified Quantity Calculation Rules.

Table 1.4: Some ‘Varnik Verses’(‘व ण�क छंद’)
S. N. Verse Name Class Sub Class Varna-Count Sequence Symbolic Representation

1 Indravajra (‘इन्द्रवज्रा’) ‘Varnik’ (‘व ण�क’) ‘Sam Varnik’ (‘समव ण�क’) 11 ‘मगण, तगण, तगण, गुरु, गुरु’ ‘ऽऽऽऽऽ।ऽऽ।ऽऽ’
2 Upendravajra (‘उपेन्द्रवज्रा’) ‘Varnik’ (‘व ण�क’) ‘Sam Varnik’ (‘समव ण�क’) 11 ‘जगण,तगण, जगण, गुरु, गुरु’ ‘।ऽ।ऽऽ।।ऽ।ऽऽ’
3 Vasanttilka (‘वसंत तलका’) ‘Varnik’ (‘व ण�क’) ‘Sam Varnik’ (‘समव ण�क’) 14 ‘तगण, भगण, जगण, जगण, गुरु,गुरु’ ‘ऽऽ।ऽ।।।ऽ।।ऽ।ऽऽ’
4 Malini (‘मा लनी’’) ‘Varnik’ (‘व ण�क’) ‘Sam Varnik’ (‘समव ण�क’) 15 ‘नगण, नगण, मगण, यगण, यगण’ ‘।।।।।।ऽऽऽ।ऽऽ।ऽऽ’
5 Madakranta (‘मन्दाक्रान्ता’’) ‘Varnik’ (‘व ण�क’) ‘Sam Varnik’ (‘समव ण�क’) 17 ‘मगण, भगण, नगण, तगण, तगण, गुरु,गुरु’ ‘ऽऽऽऽ।।।।।ऽऽ।ऽऽ।ऽऽ’

Table 1.4 is representing Some ‘Varnik Verses’(‘व ण�क छंद’) with their respective ‘Ch-
hand’Name, Type, Sub Type, Character (‘Varna’) Count, Predefined Sequence of ‘Ganas’,
and the Symbolic Representation, which is required to full fill the construction rules cri-
teria of respective ‘Chhands’.

13
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1.3.3 ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ (‘मु क/मु छंद’)
The verses that do not follow any specific predefined rules are known as ‘Mukt / Muktak
Chhand’ (‘मु क/मु छंद’). In other simple words, it can be said that this is a free form
class or category in which all the poetic creation are included which are not included in
either ‘Matrik Chhands’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’) or ‘Varnik Chhands / Vrutt’ (‘व ण�क छंद / वृ ’) [49].
Example:

‘ वजन-वन-वल्लर पर
सोती थी सुहाग भर स्नेह स्वप्न मग्न

अमल-कोमल-तनु तरुणी जुही क कली,
दृग बन्द कये, श थल पत्रांक में,

वासन्ती नशा थी;
वरह वधुर प्रया संग छोड़
कसी दूर देश में था पवन
जसे कहते हैं मलया नल।’

The above example of ‘Muktak’ taken from ‘Juhi Ki Kali’ penned by Suryakant Tripathi
‘Nirala’, as it is not following any rules of Matrik or Varnik Verses, so it is considered as
Mukt / Muktak Verse.

There are some basic rules and components of ‘Chhands’ used in the construction of
the Hindi Verses collected from various sources [33, 49, 50] also verified and validated
manually through calculations.

14
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1.4 Hindi Figure of Speech (‘अलंकार’)
The Hindi Figure of Speech is called ‘Alankar’(‘अलंकार’) in the Hindi language. The
appearance of any ‘Alankar’ is sufficient to add magic in any poetry. Similar to the Hindi
‘Chhands’ efforts were made to collect as much information as possible to systematically
manage every penny detailed information of the ‘Alankars’. Different meaningful offline
and online sources (Physical printed educational books and articles, Websites and Portals
[53–55]) were explored for the rules and meaningful information. Figure 1.2 is derived
based on such meaning pieces of information only.

Figure 1.2: Core Classes of Hindi ‘Alankar’ (‘अलंकार’)

Figure 1.2 is showing the Core Classes of Hindi ‘Alankar’ (‘अलंकार’). There are three
major classes of the Hindi ‘Alankars’, as given below:

1. ‘ShabdAlankar’ (‘शब्दालंकार’)

2. ‘ArthAlankar’ (‘अथार्लंकार’)

3. ‘UbhayAlankar’ (‘उभयालंकार’)

Let us understand about each of these classes.

15
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1.4.1 ‘ShabdAlankar’ (‘शब्दालंकार’)
The Hindi figure of speech (‘अलंकार’) in which the uses of specific words generate the
miracle in the poetry, and the miracle disappears when synonyms of these words are used
is known as ‘ShabdAlankar’ (‘शब्दालंकार’) [54].
Example:

‘चारु चन्द्र क चंचल करणें,
खेल रहीं थीं जल-थल में।’

In the example, the presences of the characters and words are more impactful instead
of meaningful.

1.4.2 ‘ArthAlankar’ (‘अथार्लंकार’)
The Hindi figure of speech (‘अलंकार’) in which the meaning of the specific words used in
poetry generate the miracle, is known as ‘ArthAlankar’ (‘अथार्लंकार’)[55].
Example:

‘ह र पद कोमल कमल ।’

The primary focus is on the meaning of the words and the meaning’s context in the
example.

1.4.3 ‘UbhayAlankar’ (‘उभयालंकार’)
The Hindi figure of speech(‘अलंकार’) in which the presence of specific words and meaning
of the specific words jointly generate themiracle, is known as ‘UbhayAlankar’(‘उभयालंकार’)[56].
Example:

‘कजरार अं खयन में कजरार न लखाय ।’

In the given example both the words and meanings are showing their impact.

Detailed hierarchical structure and classification are discussed in Section 3.4 Hierar-
chical structure construction of Hindi Metre. In this present research work, efforts were
made for following things with context to ‘Alankar’:

• In-depth exploration of the Hindi Figure of Speech (Alankar-‘अलंकार’)

• The hierarchical structure standardization of the taxonomic classification of the
various type of ‘Alankar’

• Initiate the approach to identify ‘Alankar’ with the identification of three popular
‘Alankar’

16
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Here comes the need for the hour; there is a need for a particular automatic system to
generate the metadata about these poems individually to manage and digitize the Hindi
poetry systematically. In various research of languages by natural language processing
(NLP), Hindi has an important place. However, the verses are still untouched in this
context. Computational linguistics (CL) is a field that deals with the computational mod-
eling of natural language [12]. From the point of view of computational linguistics (CL),
knowledge of the extinct verses can be saved. This research is the best combination of
the NLP and CL, wherein NLP one can do wonders using human language, and in CL,
computers are used to understand the languages. Because as it is already known that
nowadays, these two are considered near-synonyms.

In this aspect, the problem is developing a rule-based automatic metadata generator
that can identify the poetry based on the existing rules and capable enough to incorporate
the new practices in upcoming times with no or minimal effort.

17



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 18

Objectives and Scope

This research work is trying to aim the following objectives:

• To come out with a systematic hierarchical structure of Hindi Verses.

• To model the metadata generator through computational linguistics perspective
rule-based modeling of Hindi Verses construction rules for Hindi poetry.

• To develop a corpus for Hindi poetry

18



Chapter 2

Literature Review

The in-depth review of literature helps the researcher understand the research domain
more and helps find the research scope and the need of the research in a particular re-
search domain. However, the literature review itself was challenging in this research work
because the author tried to find the research works associated with metadata generation
for Hindi Poetry automatically based on computational linguistics and related explicitly
to Hindi Verses. Unfortunately, such research works are still too little or nearly none.
Nevertheless, the author divided the research literature review into several parts. Several
factors are considered of different related works as no direct research work was seen. The
division of the several factors are based on the other aspect like Natural Language Pro-
cessing(NLP), Computational Linguistics(CL) based research studies, Indian languages
poetry-based research works, Foreign languages poetry-based research works, Hindi re-
lated researches, the works related to metadata generation, and many more related linked
research works are considered for this literature review.

As it is known now that research work directly related to this research work was not
seen that only made this research work more unique and challenging. There were only
two slightly nearby research works by Kushwah and Joshi that were somewhat related
but can’t be genuinely relevant when the different aspects of the studies are analyzed.
Kushwah and Joshi [56] researched one of the ‘Equi-Matrik Chhands’ of Hindi poems
named ‘Rola’. In that research work, they achieved 89.83% accuracy through automatic
and manual detection of their algorithm. In another research work, Joshi and Kushwah
[57] researched the automatic detection of one of the Hindi ‘Chhands’, namely ‘Chaupai’
in which they achieved 95.03% of accuracy. These research studies [56, 57] confirm that
Hindi Verses can be detected if the rules of different verses are systematically organized
and modeled, which is the core of the current research problem. Even though these stud-
ies deal with the single type of Hindi Verse, multiple Hindi Verses can be managed with
a broader approach. Therefore, this research work will be covering numerous types of
Hindi Verses.
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Pursuing the literature review further, many research studies were explored. Only
related works such as text classification, tokenization or token extraction, emotion detec-
tion, sentiment analysis, and much other associated research are added in this research
literature review.

Kaur and Saini [58] worked with the help of different machine learning algorithms
for the Punjabi poetry classification. They found that with 60% accuracy Naive Bayes
performed the best. Kaur and Saini [59] researched on Punjabi poetry classification and
performed tests on 240 different poetries through the 10 types of the machine learning
algorithms. They achieved respective accuracy of 50.63% (Hyperpipes), 52.92% (K-
nearest neighbor), 52.75% (Naive Bayes), and 58.79% (Support Vector Machine). Kaur
and Saini [60] worked for automatic Punjabi poetry classification using poetic features on
2034 poetries and achieved 71.98% accuracy with the Support Vector Machine (SVM)
algorithm. Kaur and Saini [61, 62] also attempted to develop a Punjabi poetry classi-
fier using logistics features and weighting in different research works and tested using
different algorithms with various textual features.

Kaur and Saini [58–62] have done excellent and progressive work to classify Punjabi
poems in their various research works. Through these research papers, the author found
that they worked for four significant classes based on the different themes of Punjabi
poems based on the uses of words in respective categories. They considered NAFE (Na-
ture and Festival), LIPA (Logistic and Patriotic), RORE (Romantic and Relation), PHSP
(Philosophical and Spiritual) as four classes of classification with the help of machine
learning to solve the classification problem with the use of different algorithms.In these
research works, authors deal with the Punjabi language’s poetry classification with the
help of several machine learning algorithms. For writing, the Punjabi language script is
Gurumukhi, and Hindi is written using Devanagari script, so it is evident that there will
be some differences. Still, to know the conceptual idea of dealing with the classification
of poetry, these research work were explored. Classification of Punjabi Poetry by Kaur
and Saini was based on the theme (e.g. nature, romance, philosophy, etc.) of the poetry
rather than the structure of the poetry as is proposed in the present research work.

In classification-related problems, several research works were found. Hansen [63]
worked for the solution of the classification problems with the use of automatic program-
ming.The current research work is trying to generate the metadata automatically through
the core programming. To know how to handle the things automatically, the research
work was explored. Abbas and Asif [64] researched to compute prosody for Punjabi
Ghazal to detect the Arud Metre. Arud is understood as the study of poetic meters. They
worked phonetically and phonologically for their research work and developed an au-
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tomatic process that was satisfactory. The current research work is dealing with metre
through a text-based approach still, to know about how theymanaged to deal with prosody
poetically, the research work was studied.

Pandian et al. [65] researched for Author Identification of Hindi Poetry, they worked
on 3 separate writer’s 100 Hindi poems. The features were extracted from their poems
and provided to the classifiers based on various classification algorithms. LogitBoost
achieved 75.6757%maximum accuracy on the given corpus. Author identification is dif-
ferent, yet the work was related to the classification of Hindi poetry. Although current
work also deals with Hindi poetry to explore the similarities, the research work was stud-
ied.

Bafna and Saini [66] classify Hindi Verses such as Bal geet, Bhajan, Desh Bhakti,
and Updesh Geet using several algorithms of machine learning. In various studies, they
also created the class predictor for the Hindi Verse using concept learning algorithms and
classification of the poetries in Hindi language with the use of the eager supervised ma-
chine learning(ML) algorithms [67, 68]. Bafna and Saini [69] further worked for poems
and stories of Hindi and Marathi languages token extraction applications using Zipf’s
law. They used 820 poems, 710 stories for Hindi and 505 poems, and 610 stories for
Marathi. Bafna and Saini [70] additionally worked with their own technique, “BaSa” for
the context-based standard tokens identification of for Hindi proses and verses. Total 710
verses and 820 proses were used. Bafna and Saini [66–70], in their different research
works, worked for the Hindi language-based research, which is common with the cur-
rent research work. They also worked to identify the Hindi Verses based on the different
themes (Balgeet, Bhajans, DeshBhakti, and UpdeshGeets) where the present work is try-
ing to identify the Hindi verses through their structure of construction.

In Hindi-related more works, Joshi and Kushwah [71, 72] worked for one of the Hindi
grammatical concepts called ‘Sandhi’ and ‘Sandhi-Vichchhed’. In a rule-based way of
word formation in Hindi, they tested their algorithm on 887 different compound words on
which ‘Sandhi-Vichchhed’ (Splitting of the compound words) can be performed. Joshi
and Kushwah [71, 72] managed to deal with Hindi words with Unicode (UTF-8) charac-
ters [19], and the current research work also has a significant role of the Hindi Unicode
(UTF-8) characters in different processes.

In another research study Kaur and Saini [73] researched the document classification
through the text classification of the different Indian languages (Urdu, Bangla, Punjabi,
Telugu, Tamil, Kannada, Assamese) content-based researches. In conclusion, they found
that Indian content must be explored much more for text classification as very few works
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were found during their study.Kaur and Saini [74] studied and analyzed eight languages
(Hindi, Bengali, Punjabi, Oriya, Urdu, Marathi, Telugu, and Manipuri) from three dif-
ferent languages families, namely Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, and Tibeto-Burman. In this
study, they worked for opinion mining in comparison to the English language. They re-
sulted in found that higher performance in English language text in contrast to the Indian
Languages. In these research works, Kaur and Saini [73, 74] worked with the text of
different languages, including Hindi, and the current research work also deals with the
Hindi text-based classification approach.

While finding the research works, some Sanskrit language-based Computational Lin-
guistics related work was also seen and observed. They worked on Panini’s Astadhyayi
structure and parsing related issues and machine translation [75]. Current research work
deals with Hindi Poetry Identification with context to the structure where these research
works [75] are related to and dealing with Panini’s Astadhyayi, written in the Sanskrit
Language. Pennebaker et al. [76] introduced multiple computational linguistics-based
aspects for the different linguistics dimensions in their research context-based program
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC). The current work is also dealing with word
count-related operations along with the linguistics aspects.

In some other translation-related works, Pallavi and Mojibur [77] developed an ini-
tial pragmatic model for the poetry translation evolution. Yadav et al. [78] worked on
translating the couplets from the English language to Hindi language using statistical ma-
chine translation (SMT). Chakrawarti et al. [79] worked for the Phrase-based statistical
machine translation (PSMT) to translate the Hindi language poems into the English lan-
guage. These translation-related research works [77–79] are not directly related to the
proposed research work, yet included here as they deal with the text. Current research
work also deals with text to get ideas about the different ways of dealing with text such
works were referred.

Emotion detection and sentiment analysis-related works were also seen and explored.
Kaur and Saini [80] also worked for the emotion detection in Punjabi poetry on a man-
ually annotated corpus. Furthermore, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) achieved best
accuracy with 70.02% . Pal and Patel [81] developed a model for the Hindi language
based classification of poems on the basis of nine categories of the Ras, 55 poems were
used, and they found that the Support Vector Machine algorithm performed better than
the Naïve Bayes algorithm. Jha et al. [82] explored the sentiment analysis for Hindi
movie reviews. They used Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes Classifier, and
Maximum Entropy (ME) technique of Machine Learning and Lexicon Based Classifica-
tion Technique to detect document polarity. In the emotion analysis domain, Kumar et al.
[83] created a Hindi annotated corpus named ‘BHAAV’ from Hindi stories for emotion
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analysis. Twenty thousand three hundred four sentences were collected from 18 differ-
ent genres of 230 different stories. Barros et al. [84] worked for the automatic emotion
detection based classification of Quevedo’s Poetry. Emotion detection-related research
works can be considered the nearby domain of the proposed research problem. So Hindi
and Poetry related works are analyzed, but all the found works [80–84] are working based
on the specific set of words where the proposed work is trying to works upon the overall
structure.

Furthermore, some international languages-based research works were explored too.
Out of those works, a few were added here as per the relevance. Tizhoosh and Dara
[85] did an initial in-depth study intending to initiate the research in recognizing po-
ems with several algorithms. Kumar and Minz [86] worked for the classification of
English language poems utilizing machine learning. They worked with Support Vector
Machine(SVM), Naïve Bayesian(NB), and K-Nearest Neighbor(KNN). They found that
SVM was most accurate with 93.25% of accuracy. Jamal et al. [87] performed experi-
mental research work for the Malay poems classification using Support Vector Machine
(SVM) and achieved 58.44% accuracy for classifying thematic poetry and 100% accu-
racy for distinguishing poetry from prose. Alsharif et al. [88] did extensive research work
for Arabic poetry classification based on the sentiment analysis and categories of Arabic
poetry (Fakhr, Ghazal, Heja, and Retha). Hamidi et al. [89] worked to classify the metre
in Persian poetries automatically. He et al. [90] worked with SVM-based classification
methods for Chinese poetry styles. Abbasi et al. [91] did sentiment analysis in multi-
ple languages. Manurung et al. [92] tried to work for the development of the model of
computational poetry generation of their preliminary work. International language-based
poetry research works [85–92] were observed to understand how things are going with
the other language’s poetry and what adopted approaches. This helped to decide the text-
based approach for the current research based on nature of the problem.

As the research work also focuses on automatic metadata generation, metadata-related
research works are also explored. Han et al. [93] worked for the rule-based text classifi-
cation clustering to extract metadata from different documents. In another research work,
Yu et al. [94] did research to make a structured syllabus repository with the help of freely
available syllabi on the web. They worked for the information recognition to segmenta-
tion and classification using automatically extracted metadata. Sagri and Tiscornia [95]
researched the metadata for the description of the content in the legal information. They
tried to clear the views among the common language and technical legal terminologies.
Klavans et al. [96] worked of the image metadata, with the text mining to help identify-
ing, categorizing, and terms disambiguation related to the subject automatically. As the
metadata generation will be the outcome of the present research work, metadata-related
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research works [93–96] were analyzed from different segments to decide the appropriate
set of metadata for the current research.

The research work will generate as much necessary metadata it can, so the Wordnet
will play a vital role. Some wordnet-related works and challenges which are still faced,
especially by Hindi wordnet, are explored too. Panjwani et al. [97] developed a python
programming language-based Application Programming Interface (API) named ‘pyiwn’
to use the Indian Language Wordnets. So far, the work done is recommendable and best
concerning the Wordnets for different Indian languages based on the Indo-wordnet. The
Hindi wordnet ’pyiwn’ by this research work is adopted in the current research work to
know the meanings of words and example uses of those specific words. The meaning
of words is still a challenge with the context, and the Indo-wordnet faces that. Also, a
similar problem is discussed by Rajendran and Arulmozi [98] in their research work. Pol-
ysemy and Homonymy [99] are also conceptual and practical issues for the ambiguities
and word sense disambiguation. Bakliwal et al. [100] worked for the betterment of the
Hindi wordnet with the synonym and antonym relation, and they developed an annotated
corpus of the product reviews of the Hindi language. While working with the Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and Computational Linguistics stop words also have their
importance, Jha et al. [101] created a hybrid list of the Hindi stop words the comparison
of three popular research works after the finalization of the necessary corrections, The
hybrid list of Hindi stopwords by this research work is considered in the current research
work for Stop Word Filtering.

After the all-research publication, the author tried to find some more relevant aspects
in the ancient Indian Knowledge system and other related articles. Meghani [102] dis-
cussed the ‘Chhand’ and ‘Duha’ in ‘Charani’ lore from the Saurashtra’s Charan commu-
nity. Howladar [43] analyzed the importance of the six ‘Vedangas’, ‘Chhand’ is one of
those ‘Vedangas’. The verses are also mentioned in Rudrashtadhyayi [103]. ‘Rudrash-
tadhyayi’ is a part of ‘Yajurveda’[104]. The topic of Vedic verses has been discussed
in the second, third, and fourth mantras of the first chapter of ‘Rudrashtadhyayi’ [105].
Knowledge associated with ‘Chhands’ was also found in ‘Agni Purana’(‘अिग्न पुराण’) [46],
from Page 328 to 347. Some ancient books published almost before 50 years were found
in the archive of the web in which information regarding ‘Chhands’ was observed, And it
was found that all the books were coming from a base book named “Chhand Prabhakar”
written by Jagannath Prasad [49–51]. These ancient books played a vital role in present
research work. In other words, it can be said that the information in the context of Hindi
Verses obtained by these books is the heart of this research work. Significant Research
works are listed in the 2.1 Literature Review as per the relevance sequence and the re-
spective contribution and conclusion.
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Table 2.1: Literature Review Matrix

Sr.
No.

Authors Year Contribution Conclusion

1 Kushwah
K. K. and
Joshi B. K.
[56]

2017 Developed Rola Chhand
Detection Algorithm

Accuracy 89.83 %,
Threshold exceeds the
issue

2 Joshi B. K.
and Kush-
wah K. K.
[57]

2018 Developed Chaupai Ch-
handDetectionAlgorithm,
Java

Accuracy 95.03 %, In-
crease/decrease Matras is-
sue

3 Kaur J. and
Saini J. R.
[74]

2014 3 Language Family, 8
Indian Language-Based,
Opinion Mining

Comparative Study with
the English Language,
Computational linguistic-
based classification is
difficult in Indian Lan-
guages

4 Kaur J. and
Saini J. R.
[58]

2017 k-KNN, NB, SVM, and
hyperpipes based training
and testing

Naïve Bayes best Perform-
ing, Hyperpipes least per-
forming

5 Kaur J. and
Saini J. R.
[59]

2017 10 ML Algorithms tested SVM Performed best with
58.79% accuracy

6 Kaur J. and
Saini J. R.
[60]

2018 TF-IDF with k-KNN, NB,
SVM, and hyperpipes,
Weka toolset

Highest accuracy
(71.98%) by SVM

7 Kaur J. and
Saini J. R.
[62]

2020 Poetry Classifier, TF-IDF
with k-KNN, NB, SVM,
and hyperpipes, Weka
toolset

Highest accuracy
(76.02%) by SVM
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Table 2.1 continued from previous page

Sr.
No.

Authors Year Contribution Conclusion

8 Kaur J. and
Saini J. R.
[73]

2015 Text Classification Study
for Indian Languages

Supervised algorithms
perform better. (SVM,
NB, ANN and N-gram)

9 Saini J. R.
and Kaur J.
[80]

2020 Emotion Detection based
on ’Navrasa’, NB, and
SVM

SVM Performed better
with 70.02% accuracy

10 Pal K. and
Patel B. V.
[81]

2020 Developed Model for Po-
ems Classification based
on Ras, SVM, and NB

SVM Performs better than
NB for Hindi Poems

11 Alsharif et
al. [88]

2013 Sentiment Analysis for
Arabic Poetry, Naïve
Bayes, SVMs, VFI, and
Hyperpipes.

Hyperpipes performed
best with 79%

12 Bafna P. B.
and Saini J.
R. [69]

2020 BaSa, Zipf’s Law, Prose
and Verse, Hindi and
Marathi Languages,
TF-IDF,

BaSa served better than
Zipf’s Law

13 Bafna P. B.
and Saini J.
R. [66]

2020 Hindi Verses Classifica-
tion, TF-IDF, SVM, Deci-
sion tree, Neural network,
Naïve Byes

SVM Performed Best can
be used for the classifica-
tion in similar scenarios

14 Bafna P. B.
and Saini J.
R. [67]

2020 Hindi Verse Class Predic-
tor, Linear Regression, K-
nearest neighbor

K-nearest neighbor is bet-
ter in performance.

15 Bafna P. B.
and Saini J.
R. [70]

2020 Hindi Verse and Prose, To-
ken Extraction, TF-IDF,
BaSa

Common Token extracted
from 1.5 million tokens
from Hindi Verse and
Prose
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Table 2.1 continued from previous page

Sr.
No.

Authors Year Contribution Conclusion

16 Bafna P. B.
and Saini J.
R. [68]

2020 Hindi Poetry Classifica-
tion, Supervised Machine
Learning Algorithms,
Random forest, naïve byes

Evaluation of the classi-
fiers. Use of TF-IDF

17 Hamidi et
al. [89]

2009 Automatic meter classifi-
cation of Parsian Poetries,
SVM

91% of accuracy in three
top meters, new approach
to know about poems and
literature theoretically and
practically

18 He et al.
[90]

2007 Vector Space Model,
SVM-based classification
for the style of poetry

88.6% average accuracy in
Chinese Poetry classifica-
tion

19 Kaur J. and
Saini J. R.
[61]

2017 PuPoCI, Punjabi Poetry
Classifier, Linguistics
Features and Weighting,
TF, TF-IDF, SVM, HP,
NB, KNN

SVM ismost efficient con-
cerning the time and accu-
racy

20 Han et al.
[93]

2005 Rule-based, Metadata Ex-
traction

89.9% accuracy in biblio-
graphic field extraction

21 Yu et al.
[94]

2007 Metadata Extraction,
Structured Syllabus

Automatically annotate
free syllabus for educa-
tional benefits from the
internet

22 Sagri M.-T.
and Tiscor-
nia D. [95]

2003 Legal Information, Meta-
data

Content Description based
on the legal terminologies

27
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Table 2.1 continued from previous page

Sr.
No.

Authors Year Contribution Conclusion

23 Klavans
J. L. et al.
[96]

2009 Computational Linguis-
tics, Metadata Building,
Text Mining, Image
Metadata, CLiMB

Thesaurus of terms,
names, and geographics.
Metadata for images
of painting, vernacular,
sculpture, and landscape
architecture.

24 Abbasi A.
et al. [91]

2008 Sentiment Analysis, Text
Analysis, Feature Selec-
tion, EWGA, SVM

EWGA with SVM deliv-
ered 91% accuracy

25 Panjwani
R. et al.
[97]

2018 Wordnet, Indian Lan-
guages, Python, NLTK,
IWN

API for IWN through
Python for Indian Lan-
guages

26 Jha V. et al.
[82]

2016 Hindi, Sentiment Anal-
ysis, Naive Bayes Clas-
sifier, Support Vector
Machin,e and Maximum
Entropy techniques

Bollywood Hindi movies
review opinion mining,
93.59% accuracy through
Lexicon Based Classifier

27 Kulkarni
A. and
Huet G.
[75]

2009 Sanskrit, Computational
Linguistics, Panini’s
Astadhyayi

A well-managed way to
deal with Sanskrit Compu-
tational Linguistics based
researches on Panini’s As-
tadhyayi

28 Rajendran
S. and
Arulmozi
S. [98]

2010 Indo-wordnet, Context Context-based Indo-
wordnet proposal

29 Dash N. S.
[98]

2010 Polysemy, Homonymy Highlights ideas about
polysemy and homonymy,
Discussed some related
unsolved problems.
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30 Abbas M.
R. and Asif
K. H. [64]

2020 Computing Prosody, Pun-
jabi, Ghazal, Arud Meter

Automatic process for
arud meter detection

31 Pandian et
al. [65]

2020 Author identification,
Hindi, Poetry, Weka,
Feature Selection

Logicboost achieved
75.6757% accuracy

32 Pallavi
K. and
Mojibur R.
[77]

2018 Poetry Translation, PPM,
Pragmatic Evolution

Pragmatic technique based
model for quality transla-
tion of poetry

33 Yadav et al.
[78]

2020 Couplets, English to
Hindi, Machine Trans-
lation, Statistical MT,
SMT

English couplets to Hindi
statistical machine transla-
tion. Also helping to over-
come translation of am-
biguous sentences

34 Chakrawarti
et al. [79]

2020 SMT, Hindi Poetries,
Phrase-Based SMT,
Translation, PSMT

Translating Hindi Poetries
into English using PSMT

35 Joshi B. K.
and Kush-
wah K. K.
[71]

2016 Sandhi, Hindi, Rule-
based, Word formation,
Java

A rule-based approach for
Hindi words formulation,
Meaning based words for-
mulation not included

36 Bakliwal et
al. [100]

2012 Hindi, Product Reviews,
Sentiment Analysis, Hindi
Subjective Lexicon

Lexicon of adjectives and
adverbs usingHindiWord-
net, Corpus of Hindi Prod-
uct Reviews

37 Kumar V.
and Minz
S. [86]

2014 Poem Classification, Ma-
chine Learning, KNN,NB,
SVM

Maximum accuracy
93.25% through SVM

29
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Table 2.1 continued from previous page

Sr.
No.

Authors Year Contribution Conclusion

38 Jamal et al.
[87]

2012 Malay Poetry, Poetry
Classification, Text Clas-
sification, SVM, RBF,
Linear kernel

Linear kernel performed
best with 58.44% accuracy

39 Tizhoosh
H. R. and
Dara R. A.
[85]

2006 Poem Recognition,
Fuzzy Logic, Bayesian
Approach, Decision Trees

Challenges and Case Stud-
ies are discussed. NB per-
formed best with 96.50%
accuracy

40 Manurung
et al. [92]

2000 Poetry Generation, Pre-
liminary work

Poetry generation is differ-
ent from normal informa-
tion generation. Seman-
tics, syntax, and lexis mat-
ters more

41 Barros et
al. [84]

2013 Automatic Classification,
Study on Quevedo’s Po-
etry, Emotion Detection

Study automatic classifier
based on emotion detec-
tion, different algorithms
and approaches used and
discussed

42 Hansen S.
[63]

2007 Classification Problems,
Automatic Programming,
ADATE

Automatic Programming
using ADATE for the di-
rect need of algebraic data
types, auxiliary functions,
and recursion for different
problems

43 Kumar et
al. [83]

2019 Text Corpus, Emotions
Analysis, Hindi Stories

20,304 Hindi sentences
annotated corpus named
BHAAV

30
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44 Chung
C. K.
and Pen-
nebaker J.
W. [76]

2013 Linguistics, Word Count,
LIWC

Linguistics based opera-
tions on words and sen-
tences using LIWC

45 Gupta P.
and Goyal
V. [72]

2009 Sandhi, Sandhi-Vicheda,
Hindi, Rule-based, Com-
pound Hindi Words

60-80% accuracy based
on the different number
of rules integration of
SANDHI-VICHEDA

46 Meghani J.
[102]

2000 Chhand, Duha, Charani
Lore

Ancient Information about
the Charan, Chhand, and
Duha concerning Charani
Lore

47 Howladar
M. [43]

2016 Vedangs, Chhanda, Shik-
sha, Kalpa, Vyakaran,
Nirukta

Discussed the different
Vedangs

48 Henderson
J. [13]

2020 Computational Linguis-
tics, Deep Learning

Discussed the growth of
CL with deep learning re-
searches in recent times.

49 Gehrmann
et al. [11]

2021 Natural Language Genera-
tion, NLG

About NLG, different as-
pects and growth, datasets
and tool, with varying
tasks over the time

50 Bowman
S. R. and
Dahl G. E.
[9]

2021 Natural Language Under-
standing, NLU

Discussed the different as-
pects of the benchmarking
in NLU
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Sr.
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51 Bender
E. M. and
Koller A.
[8]

2020 Natural Language Under-
standing, NLG

Discussions about NLU,
its different forms, and un-
derstanding of data in the
current era

After a careful literature review, it was further noted that Hindi has a rich heritage of
poetry. Countless verses are written in the Hindi language. The composition of poetry in
the Hindi language is from old eras. The wisdom protected following the customs of the
formulation of verses is genuinely inspiring. However, not much research work was seen
in this area, and this research gap sparked us to carry out this research work.

The simultaneously significant capacity of the scope of applicability and aim, this re-
search work will save the ancient knowledge of extinct Hindi Verses and improve the ex-
isting keyword-based searching with multiple aspects of filtered results with the metadata
generated using the outcome of this research work. There can be much more applications
of automatically generated metadata which can help in innumerous ways such as Digital
or e-Libraries, Better Encyclopedia Management, KnowledgeManagement Systems, and
many more.

Especially for the Hindi language and Hindi Verse, this research can be used as better
and systematic administration of the Hindi databases through the metadata. In addition,
such metadata can help to filter results in numerous ways, like better search results, better
management of Hindi Verses-based poems, articles, books, and any other form of digitally
well-managed literature.
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Chapter 3

Research Methodology

This research work revolves around the Hindi Verses, and that is why the initial work
started with the construction rules of ‘Chhands’. The composition of the verses has been
going on for a long time. There are specific types of rules for the composition of the
verses. Due to the lack of composing the verses from long intervals and not compiling
their knowledge, there were also contradictions in the rules of creating the verses. And
for this reason, no clear classification structure of the verses that are useful from the point
of view of quality research could not be found.

The report on the present research ormethodology has several parts and subparts. This
chapter is divided into several sub-chapters based on the different levels and sequence of
the research works accomplished. Initially, a short Section 3.1 Introduction enlightens the
research concept, followed by the Section 3.2 Components of Hindi Verse or ‘Chhand’
discussing different components of Hindi Verse and simplified quantity calculation rules
are explained in Section 3.3 Simplified Quantity Calculation Rules. Furthermore, Section
3.4 Hierarchical structure construction of Hindi Metre will cover the hierarchical struc-
ture construction part of Hindi Metre. After that, using the systematically constructed and
collected rules, the basic core idea of the Metadata Generator’s modeling is discussed in
Section 3.5 Basic Core Idea of the Metadata Generator Modelling. In the next Section 3.6
Advancement in Core Metadata Generator, the advancement in the core metadata gener-
ator is explained, making this automatic metadata generator more effective and reliable
with some additional advanced features.

The last Section 3.7 An approach to identify and detect ‘Alankars’, which is consists
of something that was not an earlier part of this research work, but later on, it was decided
as an additional part of research and incorporated with the best research efforts.
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Different parts of the methodology are entitled as follows:

1. Introduction

2. Components of Hindi Verse or ‘Chhand’

3. SimplifiedQuantity Calculation Rules - ‘MatraGananaNiyam’ – (‘मात्रा गणना नयम’)

4. Hierarchical structure construction of Hindi Metre

5. Basic Core Idea of the Metadata Generator Modelling

6. Advancement in Core Metadata Generator

7. An approach to identify and detect ‘Alankars’

8. Summary

Let’s understand each one by one in-depth.

34



3.1. INTRODUCTION 35

3.1 Introduction

This part reveals how much of the research work-related information is explored so far
and how things will be managed further. As observed in the Introduction and Literature
review section, it is pretty much clear now that this research spins around Hindi verses.
Yet, it is also known now that only Hindi Laukik Verses are going to be considered.
Hindi Core Verses are having three major classes ’Matrik Chhands’, ’Varnik Chhands’
and ’Mukt / Muktak Chhand’. Further sub-classes are there for ’Matrik Chhands’ and
’Varnik Chhands’ known as ’Even Verses’, ’Half-Even Verses’, and ’Odd Verses’ as dis-
cussed in Section 1.2 Core ‘Chhand’ Types.

During the research findings, the author also realized that in Hindi Verses, no Matrik
Odd Verses, Varnik Half-Even Verses, and Varnik Odd Verses are there [52]. However, as
no such examples or literature discussed much of it, there is still a provision to integrate
if it will be found in upcoming times.

So based on all of this core information and knowledge discussed in the previous
sections, different components, rules of calculation, special rules, automatic metadata
generator modeling, and its various aspects and features integration will be discussed in
the upcoming sections of the research methodology.
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3.2 Components of Hindi Verse or ‘Chhand’

Let us know about the components or parts of the ‘Chhand’ [33, 40]:

1. Stanza (‘चरण या पाद’ - ‘Charan’ or ‘Pad’)

2. Characters and Quantity (‘वणर् और मात्रा’ – ‘Varna’ and ‘Matra’)

3. Flow (‘ग त’ - ‘Gati’)

4. Pause (‘य त’- ‘Yati’)

5. End of Charan / Stanza (‘तुक’ - ‘Tuk’)

6. Predefined Sequence of Varnas / Characters (‘गण’ - ‘Ganas’)

36
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3.2.1 Stanza (‘चरण या पाद’ - ‘Charan’ or ‘Pad’)
A Hindi Verse is usually having four Stanzas or ‘Charans’. It is usually one-fourth part
of the ‘Chhand’. Each Hindi Verse consists of a fixed number of ‘Matras’ and ‘Varnas’
(Diacritics Count and Character Count). Some Hindi Verses can have more than four
stanzas also [49].

There are two main types of the ‘Charan’ [41]:

Even Stanzas (‘सम चरण’ - ‘Sam Charan’)

2nd and 4th stanzas are known as Even Stanzas or ‘Sam Charan’. In case of more than
four stanzas all even stanzas are considered.

Odd Stanzas (‘ वषम चरण’ - ‘Visham Charan’)

1st and 3rd stanzas are known as Odd Stanzas or ‘Visham Charan’. In the case of more
than four stanzas, all Odd stanzas are considered.

Here is an example Hindi Verse (‘Chhand’) named ‘Doha’(‘दोहा’):

‘पढ़े पढ़ाई पारखी, खेल खेलते नैन ।
पं डत जी क लाकड़ , नटखट मन बेचैन ।।’

Stanzas of the example are as follows:

1st: ‘पढ़े पढ़ाई पारखी,’

2nd: खेल खेलते नैन ।’

3rd: पं डत जी क लाकड़ ,’

4th: नटखट मन बेचैन ।।’

Here 1st and 3rd are considered as Odd Stanzas (‘ वषम चरण’ - ‘Visham Charan’), and
2nd and 4th are treated as Even Stanzas (‘सम चरण’ - ‘Sam Charan’).
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3.2.2 Characters and Quantity (‘वणर् और मात्रा’ – ‘Varna’ and ‘Matra’)

The time duration required to pronounce any character (‘वणर्’ - ‘Varna’) is known as Quan-
tity (‘मात्रा’ - ‘Matra’). EachHindi Verse is made of thewords which are the combination of
the characters (‘वणर्’ - ‘Varna’). There are two primary type of characters (‘वणर्’ - ‘Varna’)
[41]:

‘Laghu Varna’ (‘लघु वणर् या ह्रस्व वणर्’)

These are the characters denoted by the symbol (‘।’) while counting quantities counted as
one quantity. The reason these are called ‘Laghu’(‘लघ’ु) is, these characters take a little
time to pronounce. The characters, which are known as ‘Laghu Varna’(‘लघु वणर्’), are as
follows:

‘अ’, ‘इ’ (‘ि◌’), ‘उ’ (‘◌ु’), ‘ऋ’, (‘◌ृ’)

‘Guru Varna’ (‘गुरु वणर् या दीघर् वणर्’)

These are the characters denoted by the symbol (‘ऽ’) and counted as two quantities while
measuring quantities. Such characters take an additional amount of duration to pronounce
hence termed ‘Guru Varna’(‘गुरु वणर्’). ‘Guru Varna’(‘गुरु वणर्’) Characters are as follows:

‘आ’ (‘◌ा’), ‘ई’ (‘◌ी’), ‘ऊ’ (‘◌ू’), ‘ए’ (‘◌े’), ‘ऐ’ (‘◌ै’), ‘ओ’ (‘◌ो’), ‘औ’ (‘◌ौ’), ‘अं’ (‘◌ं’), ‘अः’ (‘◌ः’)

‘Plut Varna’ (‘प्लुत वणर्’)

This is the third kind of character which takes a considerably longer time to pronounce
than ‘Guru Varna’(‘गुरु वणर्’). It is used in musical composition only. It is treated as three
quantities in quantities calculation.

As this research work is not dealing with the musical composition related stuff, the
third kind of character ‘Plut Varna’(‘प्लुत वणर्’), which is not used by any of the construc-
tion rules of the textual Hindi Verse hence not included in this research work due to
irrelevance in the text-based research approach. Apart from this, there are several in-
stances where some aspects, rules, and regulations, and some exceptions where ‘Laghu
Varna’(‘लघु वणर्’) becomes ‘Guru Varna’(‘गुरु वणर्’) and ‘Guru Varna’(‘गुरु वणर्’) are treated
as ‘Laghu Varna’(‘लघु वणर्’) too. Such rules will be discussed in Section 3.3 Simplified
Quantity Calculation Rules.
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3.2.3 Flow (‘ग त’ - ‘Gati’)
While reciting any poetry or Hindi Verse, the reciter experiences a flow or rhythm known
as Flow (‘ग त’ - ‘Gati’) or speed [49].

3.2.4 Pause (‘य त’- ‘Yati’)
While reciting any poetry or Hindi Verse, wherever the reciter takes a small break or stop
is known as Pause (‘य त’- ‘Yati’). Some fixed symbols for ‘Yati’ are as follows [41]:

‘ , ’, ‘ | ’, ‘ | | ’, ‘ ? ’, ‘ ! ’

3.2.5 End of Charan / Stanza (‘तुक’ - ‘Tuk’)
The frequencies of the characters at the end of the charan / stanzas (‘चरण या पाद’ - ‘Charan’
or ‘Pad’) is known as ‘Tuk’(‘तुक’ - ‘Tuk’) [40].
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3.2.6 Predefined Sequence of Varnas / Characters (‘गण’ - ‘Ganas’)
The ‘Gana’ is usually a sequence of three characters. There are eight types of ‘Gana’.
The key to remember the ‘Ganas’ is known as ‘Gana-Sutra’, which is (‘यमाताराजभानसलगा’)
[40]. To understand the particular ‘Gana’, choose a character of the initial eight characters
of the ‘Gana-Sutra’ sequence. To distinguish particular ‘Gana’, choose three continuous
characters, starting from the desired ‘Ganas’ first character.

Table 3.1: ‘Gana-Sutra’(‘गण-सूत्र’)

य मा ता रा ज भा न स ल गा
। ऽ ऽ ऽ । ऽ । । । ऽ
Examples:
Actual ‘Gana-Sutra’ string sequence pairs as shown in Table 3.1 ‘Gana-Sutra’(‘गण-

सूत्र’):
य मा ता रा ज भा न स ल गा
। ऽ ऽ ऽ । ऽ । । । ऽ

Example 1:
य मा ता रा ज भा न स ल गा
। ऽ ऽ ऽ । ऽ । । । ऽ
भ + गण = भानस = भगण (ऽ । ।)

Example 2:
य मा ता रा ज भा न स ल गा
। ऽ ऽ ऽ । ऽ । । । ऽ
म + गण = मातारा = मगण (ऽ ऽ ऽ)

As shown in the examples, any ‘Gana’ related information can be retrieved with the
help of ‘Gana-Sutra’ string sequence pair of key and symbols.

Table 3.2 Different ‘Ganas’ Symbol with Example represents the uses of the ‘Gana-
Sutra’ string and the eight ‘Ganas’ symbols and examples.

In ancient texts, the symptoms of Matrik verses were used to be found somewhere
through the Matrik Ganas which were used to be of (‘Matrik Ganas’ - (‘टगण’, ‘ठगण’,
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Table 3.2: Different ‘Ganas’ Symbol with Example

S. N. Ganas Keys Symbols Examples

1 YaGana (‘यगण’) (‘य’) ‘। ऽ ऽ’ ‘जमाना’
2 MaGana (‘मगण’) (‘मा’) ‘ऽ ऽ ऽ’ ‘काकाजी’
3 TaGana (‘तगण’) (‘ता’) ‘ऽ ऽ ।’ ‘पाषाण’
4 RaGana (‘रगण’) (‘रा’) ‘ऽ । ऽ’ ‘मानना’
5 JaGana (‘जगण’) (‘ज’) ‘। ऽ ।’ ‘जमीन’
6 BhaGana (‘भगण’) (‘भा’) ‘ऽ । ।’ ‘चाकर’
7 NaGana (‘नगण’) (‘न’) ‘। । ।’ ‘मनन’
8 SaGana (‘सगण’) (‘स’) ‘। । ऽ’ ‘कहना’

‘डगण’, ‘ढगण’, ‘णगण’) – Respective Matras (2,3,4,5,6)) [49]. But nowadays, the poets do
not find that much importance of ‘Matrik Ganas’ instead, and they use Matra count and
special words. Nowadays, in ‘Matrik Chhands’ if somewhere required, then the normal
eight types ‘Ganas’ are only used instead of ‘Matrik Ganas’, which are majorly used for
maintaining the sequence of characters in ‘Varnik Chhands.’ calculation.
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3.3 ‘Matra Ganana Niyam’ – (‘मात्रा गणना नयम’)
ManyHindi poetry rules were tested and validated throughmanual calculations to authen-
ticate the appropriate construction rules of Hindi Verse. The manual analysis was done
for the fact check and to figure out the correctness of the various regulations collected
from the different online and offline sources [33, 49, 50].

The rules including Primary Rules, Some Exceptional Rules and Highly Impactful
Exceptions mentioned in this section and subsection of this section, are derived from the
discussion and pieces of information collected from multiple sources such as recently
published books [50], old ancient books [46, 49, 51], internet blogs [37, 38], portals [39–
41], websites [42, 52] and and expert’s contributions.The rules found from these sources
vary, or it can be said that they are contradictory many times. For example, for a Hindi
verse named ’Bhujangi’, creation rules were different from different sources [41, 106].
After proper manual verification, modeling was done according to the ease of the com-
putational operations.

The research work is designed in such a systematic manner that in case of any rules
was not found until now, and later on, if it will be found, it can also be incorporated very
quickly with minimal or no efforts. The rules that will be discussed here are only included
and considered for the calculation in the automatic metadata generator designing. Pos-
sibly in upcoming times, certain new or old rules can be discovered or developed which
also can be incorporated easily.

While dealing with the various task related to the Hindi Verse, one must know the
basic common rules. It helps one understand the Hindi Verse’s formation from the core
depth and the metadata generation process efficiently. Initially, one should know about
the simplified quantity count practices, which is also known as (‘Matra Ganana Niyam’
– ‘मात्रा गणना नयम’). Before proceeding further, one point to be noted here is that these
‘Chhand’ rules were searched out, validated, andmolded for the first timewith the compu-
tational linguistics perspective in the NLP domain. It demands a massive amount of time,
along with a lot of effort to scrutinize and model something from scratch. Additionally,
several special rules were also modeled and organized.

Different rules and situations of quantity calculation are managed in the following
groups.

1. Primary Rules

2. Some Exceptional Special Rules

3. Highly Impactful Exceptions
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3.3.1 Primary Rules

• ‘Hrasva Vowels’ (‘ह्रस्व स्वर’) (‘अ’, ‘इ’, ‘उ’, ‘ऋ’) are treated ‘Laghu Varna’ (‘लघु वणर् या
ह्रस्व वणर्’) counted as one quantity only.

• ‘Dirgh Vowels’ (‘दीघर् स्वर’) (‘आ’, ‘ई’, ‘ऊ’, ‘ए’, ‘ऐ’, ‘ओ’, ‘औ’, ‘अ’ं) are treated ‘Guru
Varna’ (‘गुरु वणर् या दीघर् वणर्’) counted as two quantities only.

• Consonants (‘क, ‘ख’, ‘ग’, ‘घ’, ‘ड़’, ‘च’, ‘छ’, ‘ज’, ‘झ’, ‘ञ’, ‘ट’, ‘ठ’, ‘ड’, ‘ढ’, ‘ण’, ‘त’, ‘थ’, ‘द’,
‘ध’, ‘न’, ‘प’, ‘फ’, ‘ब’, ‘भ’, ‘म’, ‘य’, ‘र’, ‘ल’, ‘व’, ‘श’, ‘ष’, ‘स’, ‘ह’) are treated like ‘Laghu
Varna’ (‘लघु वणर् या ह्रस्व वणर्’) and considered as one quantity only.
Examples:

‘कमल’=111, ‘चमन’=111, ‘करतब’=1111

• Suppose ‘Hrasva Vowel Diacritic’ (‘ ह्रस्व स्वर मात्राएँ’) ( ‘ि◌’, ‘◌ु’, ‘◌ृ’) are applied on
any of the consonants. In that case, it does not affect quantity count and considers
as ‘Laghu Varna’ ( ‘लघु वणर् या ह्रस्व वणर्’) so calculated as one quantity.
Examples:
‘ मलन’=111, ‘ दवस’=111, ‘सुन’=11, ‘झुनझुन’=1111, ‘ऋ ष’=11

• If ‘Dirgh Vowel Diacritic’ (‘दीघर् स्वर मात्राएँ’) (‘◌ा’, ‘◌ी’, ‘◌ू’, ‘◌े’, ‘◌ै’, ‘◌ो’, ‘◌ौ’, ‘◌ं’, ‘◌ः’)
are applied on any of the consonants than it is considered as ‘Guru Varna’ (‘गुरु वणर्
या दीघर् वणर्’) and counted as two quantities instead of one quantity of consonant.
Examples:

‘माला’=22, ‘सजाना’=122, ‘ कला’=12, ‘नीला’=22, ‘मोर’=21, ‘वंदन’=211, ‘पहना’=112
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3.3.2 Some Exceptional Special Rules

• There is a precise rule for ‘Anunasik’(‘अनुना सक’) or ‘Ardh Chandra-Bindu’(‘अधर् चंद्र-
ब�दु’)(‘◌ँ’). If any of these applied with any consonant which is usually considered as
‘Laghu Varna’ (‘लघु वणर् या ह्रस्व वणर्’) and if not used with any ‘Dirgh Vowel Diacritic’
(‘दीघर् स्वर मात्राएँ’), then it is treated as ‘Laghu Varna’ (‘लघु वणर् या ह्रस्व वणर्’) only and
quantity is considered one. If used with the ‘Dirgh Vowel Diacritic’ (‘दीघर् स्वर मात्राएँ’)
than it is treated as ‘Guru Varna’ (‘गुरु वणर् या दीघर् वणर्’) and counted as two quantities.
Examples:

‘चाँद’=21, ‘माँ’=2, ‘हसँी’=12

• Joint Characters or Ligatures at the starting of the word is treated as ‘Laghu Varna’
(‘लघु वणर् या ह्रस्व वणर्’) and one quantity is considered.
Examples:

‘न्याय’=21, ‘प्रयास’=121, ‘ज्वर’=11

• Joint Characters or Ligatures at the initial of the word accompanying with ‘Dirgh
Vowel Diacritic’ (‘दीघर् स्वर मात्राएँ’) is considered as ‘Guru Varna’ (‘गुरु वणर् या दीघर् वणर्’),
Half Character’s worth becomes zero. Hence, the total calculated value’s worth
becomes two quantities only.
Examples:

‘ध्यान’=21, ‘ज्ञान’=21, ‘भ्राता’=22

• If any ‘Laghu Varna’ (‘लघु वणर् या ह्रस्व वणर्’) occurred before ligature, then it is con-
sidered as ‘Guru Varna’ (‘गुरु वणर् या दीघर् वणर्’) and counted as two quantities instead
of one.
Examples:

‘चक्षु’=21, ‘सत्य’=21, ‘वृक्ष’=21, ‘गभर्’=21, ‘ वनम्र’=221, ‘अध्यक्ष’=221

• If any ‘Guru Varna’ (‘गुरु वणर् या दीघर् वणर्’) occurred before ligature, then it is consid-
ered as ‘Guru Varna’ (‘गुरु वणर् या दीघर् वणर्’) and counted as two quantities.
Examples:

‘भास्कराचायर्’=21221, ‘प्राप्तांक’=221, ‘आत्मा’=22

• If ‘ह’ is the following letter after the ligature including ‘Dirgh Vowel’s Diacritics’
(‘दीघर् स्वर मात्राएँ’) is applied, then half character’s value becomes zero.
Examples:

‘तुम्हारे’=122, ‘मल्हार’=121, ‘कन्हयैा’=121
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• If ‘ह’ is the following letter after the ligature including ‘Hrasva Vowel Diacritic’
(‘ह्रस्व स्वर मात्राएँ’) is applied, then quantity calculation rules will be changed.
Examples: ‘अल्हड़’=211, ‘दुल्हन’=211
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3.3.3 Highly Impactful Exceptions

• Several times in the last of the stanzas, if ‘Laghu Varna’ (‘लघु वणर् या ह्रस्व वणर्’) is
present, It is considered as ‘Guru Varna’ (‘गुरु वणर् या दीघर् वणर्’) and vice versa on the
pronunciation’s basis.

• Some writers add or remove the diacritics to sustain the flow as per their own de-
cision and not as per the Hindi Verse rules.

• Some creators take references to existing Hindi Verse’s construction rules but do
not follow the practice entirely.

• Badly formatted and Inclusion of Junk letters added by evading Hindi Verse con-
struction rules. Like using irrelevant special characters, emojis, characters from
other languages etc.
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3.4 Hierarchical structure construction of Hindi Metre

Whenever research work is carried out, there is a need for systematic information re-
lated to that research work. In this research work, efforts were made to find some similar
systematic details and knowledge with relevant aspects. While collecting the various in-
formation, information was collected fromwith the help of recently published books [50],
old ancient books [49, 46, 51], internet blogs [37, 38], portals [39–41], websites [42, 52],
handwritten notes, etc, but it was either contradictory or incomplete or was not enough
to be used. When the actual research work was started, there was no source of quality
information or no completely structured information regarding all the found Hindi Verse
hierarchy that could be used in research work in a very systematic way.

To systemize the already found rules and example-based knowledge and information,
continuing the standard approach based on the Hindi Metre is divided into several classes.
The core structure coming from the ages is the same, and different levels are incorporated
in the same for the better hierarchical structure. Let’s see the core structure first, so it can
be understood how the other Hindi Verses were added in the respective classes.

Figure 3.1: Core Hindi Metre Classification

Figure 3.1 is derived from the discussions of the different sources [33, 45, 49–51], rep-
resents the Core Hindi Metre Classification which incudes primary classes of the Hindi
‘Chhands’, also known as Metre. ‘Chhands’ are divided into three introductory classes,
which are:
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1. ‘Matrik Chhands’ (‘मा त्रक छंद’)

2. ‘Varnik Chhands / Vrutts’ (‘व ण�क छंद / वृ ’)

3. ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ (‘मु क/मु छंद’)

Metre based on the number of syllabic instants is known as the ‘Matrik Chhand’, Me-
tre, based on the number and position of the syllables known as ‘Varnik Vrutt / Chhand’.
The remaining Metre for which no specific rules are predefined or, in other words, the
Metre wrote in the free form is known as that ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’.

These classes are further divided into several parts, which are based on the different
construction rules. Classes divided into subclasses are divided to mapping in upcoming
research related to other processes and data-related operations. Figure 3.2 showing the
subclasses of the introductory classes. It can be observed that the ‘Matrik Chhand’ and
‘Varnik Vrutt’ are having subclasses, but ‘Muktak / Mukt Chhand’ is not having further
bifurcation. These are the level which is predefined and coming up from the long back.
Still, the problem arises after this level. As for research study and implementation, the
core ‘Chhand’ types need to manage in these specific classes, but that was not readily
available.

Figure 3.2: Core Sub Classes of Primary Classes of Hindi Metre

Figure 3.2 which is made up based on the explanations and discussions at several
sources [33, 45, 49–51], showing the core sub classes of primary classes of Hindi Metre.
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Different ‘Chhand’ examples of the each class mentioned in Figure 3.2 were manually
analyzed and identified by the author based on the respective rules to construct the hi-
erarchical structure of Hindi Metre. The manual analysis of the examples was required
to check that the particular example fits in the specific class/subclass or not based on the
different ’Chhand’ rules. If the example got fit into any rules, that was considered part of
that class/subclass. Else, it was considered as ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’. Another reason
behind the manual analysis is that no such tool or way is available to perform this task
automatically.

The hierarchically structured list is representing the different ‘Chhand’ included in the
various categories, is generated based on such meaning pieces of information collected
from different sources such as recently published books [50], old ancient books [49, 46,
51], internet blogs [37, 38, 107], portals [39–41], websites [42, 52].

1. Matrik Chhand (‘मा त्रक छंद’)

1.1. Sam Matrik Chhand (‘सम मा त्रक छंद’)
1.1.1. Rola (‘रोला’)
1.1.2. Harigitika / Hargitika (‘ह रगी तका / हरगी तका’)
1.1.3. Chaupai (‘चौपाई’)
1.1.4. Ullala (Sam Matrik) (‘उल्लाला(सममा त्रक)’)
1.1.5. Ahir (‘अहीर’)
1.1.6. Tomar (‘तोमर’)
1.1.7. Tribhangi (‘ त्रभंगी’)
1.1.8. Gitika (Chanchari / Charchari) (‘गी तका (चंचर / चचर्र )’)
1.1.9. Shakti (‘श ’)
1.1.10. Manoram (‘मनोरम’)
1.1.11. Piyush Varsh (‘पीयूष वषर्’)
1.1.12. Sagun (‘सगुण’)
1.1.13. Sindhu (‘ सन्धु’)
1.1.14. Bihari (‘ बहार ’)
1.1.15. Digpal (‘ दगपाल’)
1.1.16. Shuddh Geeta (‘शुद्ध गीता’)
1.1.17. Gagnagna (‘गगनांगना’)
1.1.18. Shankar (‘शंकर’)
1.1.19. Nishachal (‘ न ल’)
1.1.20. Sar (‘सार’)
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1.1.21. Lavni (‘लावणी’)
1.1.22. Madhumalti (‘मधुमालती’)
1.1.23. Vijat (‘ वजात’)
1.1.24. Aansu (‘आँसू’)
1.1.25. Kamroop (‘कामरूप’)
1.1.26. Chancharik / Haripriya (‘चंचर क/ह र प्रया’)
1.1.27. Chaupaiya (‘चौपइया’)
1.1.28. Nidhi (‘ न ध’)
1.1.29. Marhatha (‘मरहठा’)
1.1.30. Ras (‘रास’)
1.1.31. Vidhata (‘ वधाता’)

1.2. Ardh Sam Matrik Chhand (‘अधर्सम मा त्रक छंद’)
1.2.1. Doha (‘दोहा’)
1.2.2. Sortha (‘सोरठा’)
1.2.3. Ullala (Ardh Sam Matrik) (‘उल्लाला(अद्धर् सममा त्रक)’)
1.2.4. Barvai (‘बरवै’)
1.2.5. Roopmala / Madan (‘रूपमाला / मदन’)
1.2.6. Tantak (‘ताटकं’)
1.2.7. Kukubh (‘कुकुभ’)
1.2.8. Veer / Alha / Matrik Savaiya (‘वीर / आल्हा / मा त्रक सवैया’)
1.2.9. Muktamani (‘मु ाम ण’)
1.2.10. Sarsi / Kabir / Samundar (‘सरसी / कबीर / समुंदर’)
1.2.11. Udiyana (‘उ ड़याना’)
1.2.12. Janak (‘जनक’)

1.3. Visham Matrik Chhand (‘ वषम मा त्रक छंद’)
1.3.1. Kundliya (‘कंुड लया’)
1.3.2. Chhappay (‘छप्पय’)

2. ‘Varnik Chhands / Vrutts’ (‘व ण�क छंद / वृ ’)

2.1. ‘Sam Varnik Chhands / Vrutts’ (‘सम व ण�क छंद / वृ ’)
2.1.1. Indravajra (‘इन्द्रवज्रा’)
2.1.2. Upendravajra (‘उपेन्द्रवज्रा’)
2.1.3. Vasanttilka (‘वसंत तलका’)
2.1.4. Malini (‘मा लनी’)
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2.1.5. Mandakranta (‘मन्दाक्रान्ता’)
2.1.6. Vanshasth (‘वंशस्थ’)
2.1.7. Drutvilambit (‘द्रतु वलिम्बत’)
2.1.8. Shikhrini (‘ शख रणी’)
2.1.9. Totak / Trotak (‘तोटक/त्रोटक’)
2.1.10. Matgayand Savaiya (‘म गयन्द सवैया’)
2.1.11. Shardul Vikridit (‘शादुर्ल वक्र डत’)
2.1.12. Pramanika (‘प्रमा णका’)
2.1.13. Swagata (‘स्वागता’)
2.1.14. Bhujangi (‘भुजंगी’)
2.1.15. Dodhak (‘दोधक’)
2.1.16. Chanchala (‘चंचला’)
2.1.17. Shalini (‘शा लनी’)
2.1.18. Bhujangprayag (‘भुजन्गप्रयाग’)
2.1.19. Panchchamar (‘पंचचामर’)
2.1.20. Madira Savaiya (‘म दरा सवैया’)
2.1.21. Sumukhi Savaiya (‘सुमुखी सवैया’)
2.1.22. Sundari / Madhvi Savaiya (‘सुंदर / माधवी सवैया’)
2.1.23. Kirit Savaiya (‘ कर ट सवैया’)
2.1.24. Chakor Savaiya (‘चकोर सवैया’)
2.1.25. Sukhi Savaiya (‘सुखी सवैया’)
2.1.26. Arsat Savaiya (‘अरसात सवैया’)
2.1.27. Arvind Savaiya (‘अर व�द सवैया’)
2.1.28. Durmil Savaiya (‘दु म�ल सवैया’)
2.1.29. Lavnglata Savaiya (‘लवंगलता सवैया’)
2.1.30. Mukhara Savaiya (‘मु हरा सवैया’)
2.1.31. Vam Savaiya (‘वाम सवैया’)
2.1.32. Mod Savaiya (‘मोद सवैया’)
2.1.33. Krupan Dhanakshari (‘कृपाण घनाक्षर ’)
2.1.34. Sur Dhanakshari (‘सूर घनाक्षर ’)
2.1.35. Damru Dhanakshari (‘डमरू घनाक्षर ’)
2.1.36. Manharan Dhanakshari (‘मनहरण घनाक्षर ’)
2.1.37. Janharan Dhanakshari (‘जनहरण घनाक्षर ’)
2.1.38. Dev Dhanakshari (‘देव घनाक्षर ’)
2.1.39. Vijya Dhanakshari (Kamini) (‘ वजया घनाक्षर (का मनी)’)
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2.1.40. Jalharan Dhanakshari (‘जलहरण घनाक्षर ’)
2.1.41. Asbandha (‘असबंधा’)
2.1.42. Indira (‘इं दरा’)
2.1.43. Kanthi (‘कण्ठ ’)
2.1.44. Kanakmajari (‘कनक मंजर ’)
2.1.45. Kusumasamudita (‘कुसुमसमु दता’)
2.1.46. Gath (‘गाथ’)
2.1.47. Giridhari (‘ ग रधार ’)
2.1.48. Ghanshyam (‘घनश्याम’)
2.1.49. Chandrika (‘चिन्द्रका’)
2.1.50. Tilka (‘ तलका’)
2.1.51. Dhar (‘धार’)
2.1.52. Dhuni (‘धुनी’)
2.1.53. Neel (‘नील’)
2.1.54. Panktika (‘पं का’)
2.1.55. Padhymala (‘पद्ममाला’)
2.1.56. Pavan (‘पवन’)
2.1.57. Paavan (‘पावन’)

2.2. ‘Ardh Sam Varnik Chhands / Vrutts’ (‘अधर्सम व ण�क छंद / वृ ’)
2.3. ‘Visham Varnik Chhands / Vrutts’ (‘ वषम व ण�क छंद / वृ ’)

3. Mukt / Muktak Chhand (‘मु क/मु छंद’)

So, this is the final systematic structure on which the research work was carried out.
In ‘Ardh Sam Varnik Vrutt / Chhand’ and ‘Visham Varnik Vrutt / Chhand’, not much
information, types, or examples were found, but the conceptual presence related to these
was seen. So, keeping in mind that in the future, in case of any further development, if
anything is found, then it will be easier for integration with this balanced approach in this
structure. ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ is a free form class so that no further subclasses or
types exist.
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3.5 BasicCore Idea of theMetadataGeneratorModelling

This is the central core part of this research work. After creating the well-managed hier-
archical structure of Hindi’ Chhands’ based on the different rules and examples, it’s time
to model each of the rules associated with Hindi Metre’s construction. Let’s understand
it with a clear flow chart first.

Figure 3.3: Core Flow of the Metadata Generator

The steps and their order represented in Figure 3.3 and basic algorithm is generated
based on the discussion presented in Section 3.3 Simplified Quantity Calculation Rules
and Section 3.4 Hierarchical structure construction of Hindi Metre.
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Figure 3.3 representing the Core Flow of the Metadata Generator for Hindi Poetry.
Here it can be seen that initially input gets processed through the cleaning and prepro-
cessing operation. For preprocessing and cleaning, the basic trimming operations were
performed on the provided input. Unnecessary extra spaces, comma, full stop, double
full stop, and signs were removed because they are not required in further stages and can
impact the processing of upcoming stages if not performed properly. After that various
separation operation takes place in which line, charan, words (Tokenization), characters
get separated. Furthermore, based on the ‘Matra Calculation’ and ‘Varna Count’ mech-
anism, the different calculations required for the upcoming process identification and
detection occur.

From the NLP perspective, the tokenization is taking place in the stage where ’Cha-
rans’ are getting chopped into words as it was required. Therefore, stemming and Lemma-
tization were not needed based on the nature of the problem and the upcoming steps.The
separation of the words into the characters is required because the different rules are based
on the character level calculations discussed in Section 3.3 Simplified Quantity Calcula-
tion Rules. Also, to decide the classes or subclasses, the count of characters is required.

There were so many challenges needs to be taken care of while dealing with charac-
ters. The character-related operation is complex when you deal with UTF-8 based De-
vanagari script. Hindi has diacritics and ligatures, which require special or additional
efforts while performing different functions. Along with that, different primary and ex-
ceptional rules mentioned in Section 3.3 Simplified Quantity Calculation Rules were also
handled. Human errors like spell mistakes and signs at the wrong place also affect the
respective counts. Due to such errors, faulty input gets identified into the ’Mukt / Muktak
Chand’ class instead of its original class.

The calculated quantities and sum are stored in the memory for further measures. In
the next conditional check, all the data based on the different calculations are passed to
the various methods to identify and detect the specific ‘Chhand’ that is pre-modeled with
its own unique rules. It is a bottom-up approach that helps in the quicker mapping of
parent and grand-parent classes of the detected ‘Chhand’.The significant benefit of using
the bottom-up approach here is that classification will be correct and easy compared to
the top-down approach in which it becomes more complex. Therefore, due to the ease
and accuracy, the bottom-up approach was chosen over the top-down approach.

To understand it better, let us go through the classification of a vehicle. For example,
suppose a cycle needs to be classified, which can be done in two ways.
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• The first way or a top-down approach could be, detect it as a Vehicle initially, then it
gets identified as a Two-Wheeler. Then, it gets recognized as a Non-Motor Vehicle,
and at last, it gets seen as a cycle.

• In a second way or a bottom-up approach, the Cycle gets detected first, which in-
stantly goes into a Non-Motor Vehicle class. Then, further, It is mapped into a
Two-Wheeler class, and at last, it gets the final Vehicle classification.

So ultimately, the comparatively second or bottom-up approach seems to be more
straightforward as per the nature of the problem because once cycle get detected first. It
gets easier to map with the classes for which information is already known. Hence the
same thing goes with the detection of the different verses too. The root-level Hindi Metre
gets detected first, and once it gets caught, the respective parent and grand-parent types
are already stored with a unique mapping mechanism through which all the three-level
gets identified.

Metadata with all the necessary information such as ‘Chhand’ Class, ‘Chhand’ Parent
Class, and ‘Chhand’ Grand Parent class and that the statical and quantitative metadata for
the computational linguistics also added in the metadata. In the additional data, it includes
Line Count, Charan/Staza Count, Character (Including Spaces) Count, Character (After
Cleaning and Excluding Spaces) Count, Diacritics Count, Guru Character Count, Laghu
Character Count, Half Character Count, Symbolic Representation, Charan-wise Matra
Count, Charan-wise Matra Sum, Charan-wise Varna, Charan-wise Varna Sum. One can
understand it with the basic algorithm consisting of several steps.

Let us understand the Basic Algorithm of Automatic Metadata Generator.
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Basic Algorithm of Automatic Metadata Generator

Step-1: Start

Step-2: Take Input UTF-8 Based Text Data (Poem, Verse, Stanza, etc.)

Step-3: Cleaning including Preprocessing of Data from Step-2

Step-4: Lines Splitting (Split each line)

Step-5: ‘Charans’ disjoining of every split line from Step-4

Step-6: Disjointing words from every ‘Charan’ from Step-5

Step-7: Chopping Characters of all words (Tokenization).

Step-8: Store ‘Charan Wise Matra’ Calculations and Sum of ‘Matras’ based on the
predefined rules of Matra Calculation (‘Matra Gadana’)

Step-9: Store the order of characters (‘Varna’), Character (‘Varna’) count based on
‘Matra’ and ‘Varna’ Count mechanism.

Step-10: Momentarily, Process the systematic data through the different set of rules
for the specific group of ‘Matrik Verses’ while comparing if any verse’s set
of regulations matched exactly, then store the output with detected verse’s
type subtype and verse related details. Move to Step-13

Step-11: If not found in ‘Matrik Verses’, then recheck the systematic data with all the
distinct particular rules of ‘Varnik Verses’, while comparing if any verse’s
set of regulations matched exactly, then store output with detected verse’s
type, subtype, and verse related details. Move to Step-13

Step-12: If not detected in any of the ‘Matrik Verses’ or ‘Varnik Verses’ set of rules,
set output with the type of ‘Mukt / Muktak Verses’

Step-13: Represent the final output with the suitable form, including every additional
metadata information associated with Inputted Data

Step-14: Stop

That is the way automatic metadata generator works, and the metadata generation
takes place. To understand it with a more clear aspect, let us know with several example
inputs and outputs. The information provided to the automatic metadata generator for the
processing is as follows.
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3.5.1 ‘Matrik Chhand’ Detection

‘ऐसी वाणी बो लए, मन का आपा खोय ।
औरन को शीतल करे, आपहु शीतल होय ।।’

This is one of the very popular ‘Dohe’(‘दोह’े) written by a well-known poet named Kabir
Das Ji. While providing this Doha as an input to the automatic metadata generator, it is
first inputted in UTF-8 standard encoded text. Various separations take place in different
processes after the initial cleaning process. Let’s see each operation one by one:

Separation of Lines: (2 Lines)

Line 1: ‘ऐसी वाणी बो लए, मन का आपा खोय ।’

Line 2: ‘औरन को शीतल करे, आपहु शीतल होय ।।’

Separation of Stanza / ‘Charan’: (4 Stanzas)

Stanza 1: ‘ऐसी वाणी बो लए’

Stanza 2: ‘ मन का आपा खोय’

Stanza 3: ‘औरन को शीतल करे’

Stanza 4: ‘आपहु शीतल होय’

Separation of Words: (14 Words)

1. ‘ऐसी’, 2. ‘वाणी’, 3. ‘बो लए’, 4. ‘मन’, 5. ‘का’, 6. ‘आपा’, 7. ‘खोय’

8. ‘औरन’, 9. ‘को’, 10. ‘शीतल’, 11. ‘करे’, 12. ‘आपहु’, 13. ‘शीतल’, 14. ‘होय’

Separation of Words (Stanza Wise):

(i) 1. ‘ऐसी’, 2. ‘वाणी’, 3. ‘बो लए’

(ii) 1. ‘मन’, 2. ‘का’, 3. ‘आपा’, 4. ‘खोय’

(iii) 1. ‘औरन’, 2. ‘को’, 3. ‘शीतल’, 4. ‘करे’

(iv) 1. ‘आपहु’, 2. ‘शीतल’, 3. ‘होय’
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Character Wise Separation: (45 Characters)

‘ऐ’, ‘स’, ‘◌ी’, ‘व’, ‘◌ा’, ‘ण’, ‘◌ी’, ‘ब’, ‘◌ो’, ‘ल’, ‘ि◌’, ‘ए’, ‘म’, ‘न’, ‘क’, ‘◌ा’, ‘आ’, ‘प’, ‘◌ा’, ‘ख’,
‘◌ो’, ‘य’,‘औ’, ‘र’, ‘न’, ‘क’, ‘◌ो’, ‘श’, ‘◌ी’, ‘त’, ‘ल’, ‘क’, ‘र’, ‘◌े’, ‘आ’, ‘प’, ‘ह’, ‘◌ु’, ‘श’, ‘◌ी’, ‘त’, ‘ल’,
‘ह’, ‘◌ो’, ‘य’

These separated parts are processed through several methods for the ‘Matra Calcu-
lation’ and ‘Varna Count’ after these separations. These calculations are based on the
predefined set of rules. Let’s understand the stanza wise ‘Matra’ allocation and calcula-
tion.

Table 3.3: Stanza 1 and 2 Matra Calculation for Matrik Verses

Stanza 1 Stanza 2

‘ऐसी’ ‘वाणी’ ‘बो लए’ ‘मन’ ‘का’ ‘आपा’ ‘खोय’
22 22 212 11 2 22 21

2+2 2+2 2+1+2 1+1 2 2+2 2+1

4 4 5 2 2 4 3

4+4+5 = 13 2+2+4+3 = 11

Based on the rules of ‘Matra Calculation’, the respective allocation for the individual
character is decided computationally, and summation of the allocated quantities and the
allocation is stored for the different decision-making process. At the same time, iden-
tification and classification of the ‘Chhand’ take place. Now stanza-wise quantity sum
is available, which is [13,11,13,11] as shown in Table 3.3 and 3.4. This sum now gets
processed through the core identification methods that are already modeled with the pre-
defined set of rules associated with the specific ‘Chhand’. The exact criteria need to be
fulfilled for the respective ‘Chhand’ to get detected.

The ‘Chhand’ is already having a mapping with the Parent and Grand-Parent clas-
sification. Once the root ‘Chhand’ gets detected, through the mapping of the detected
‘Chhand’, the Parent’s information and Grand-Parent classes can be fetched quickly.
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Table 3.4: Stanza 3 and 4 Matra Calculation for Matrik Verses

Stanza 3 Stanza 4

‘औरन’ ‘को’ ‘शीतल’ ‘करे’ ‘आपहु’ ‘शीतल’ ‘होय’
211 2 211 12 211 211 21

2+1+1 2 2+1+1 1+2 2+1+1 2+1+1 2+1

4 2 4 3 4 4 3

4+2+4+3 = 13 4+4+3 = 11

For example, as soon as the ‘Chhand’ named ‘Doha’ gets detected as a rule for the
‘Doha’ says the ‘Matra’ cunt of odd stanza should be 13 and for even it should be 11,
and even stanza needs to finish with the ‘Laghu’ character which is denoted by 1. All
the criteria are getting full filled in the given input, so ‘Doha’ gets detected. Now ‘Doha’
is mapped with its parent category, ‘Ardh Sam Matrik Chhand’, and the Grand-Parent,
‘Matrik Chhand’. It is easier to detect Parent and Grand-Parent because of the ‘System-
atic Hierarchical Structure’ constructed initially and discussed in Section 3.4 Hierarchical
structure construction of Hindi Metre. These separated parts are processed through sev-
eral methods for the ‘Matra Calculation’ and ‘Varna Count’ after these separations. These
calculations are based on a predefined set of rules. Let us understand the stanza-wise ‘Ma-
tra’ allocation and calculation.
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3.5.2 ‘Varnik Chhand / Vrutt’ Detection

‘जो मैं नया ग्रंथ वलोकता हू,ँ भाता मुझे सो नव मत्र सा है ।
देखूँ उसे मैं नत सार वाला, मानो मला मत्र मुझे पुराना ।।’

The above example is a ‘Varnik Chhand’ named ‘Indravajra Chhand’ from a poet
Giridhar Sharma. ‘Varnik Chhands’ is based on the characters (‘Varna’) and the char-
acters’ sequence, while the ‘Matrik Chhands’ was based on the Quantity (‘Matra’). So,
the detection of the ‘Varnik Chhands’ slightly differs from the ‘Matrik Chhand’. Initial
processes are the same, but there are some significant changes in later stages where actual
detection occurs because of the formation rule and regulations of ‘Varnik Chhands’.

Like the ‘Matrik Chhands’, the separation processwill be similar for ‘VarnikChhands’.
In fact, for any ‘Chhand’, it’s going to be the same. And all the basic operations for all
three primary types, ‘Matrik’, ‘Varnik’, and ‘Mukt / Muktak’, occur as soon as the input
data is processed. So it becomes easier while processing the data in these classes if the
‘Chhand’ doesn’t get detected in ‘Matrik’, it can quickly process with the ‘Varnik’ and
‘Matrik’. Based on the provided input, let us quickly go through the cleaning and splitting
operation.

Separation of Lines: (2 Lines)

Line 1: जो मैं नया ग्रंथ वलोकता हू,ँ भाता मुझे सो नव मत्र सा है ।’

Line 2: ‘देखूँ उसे मैं नत सार वाला, मानो मला मत्र मुझे पुराना ।।’

Separation of Stanza / ‘Charan’: (4 Stanzas)

Stanza 1: ‘जो मैं नया ग्रंथ वलोकता हू’ँ

Stanza 2: ‘भाता मुझे सो नव मत्र सा ह’ै

Stanza 3: ‘देखूँ उसे मैं नत सार वाला’

Stanza 4: ‘मानो मला मत्र मुझे पुराना’

Separation of Words: (24 Words)

1. ‘जो’, 2. ‘मैं’, 3. ‘नया’, 4. ‘ग्रंथ’, 5. ‘ वलोकता’, 6. ‘हू’ँ, 7.‘भाता’, 8. ‘मुझे’, 9. ‘सो’, 10. ‘नव’,
11. ‘ मत्र’, 12. ‘सा’, 13. ‘ह’ै,
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14. ‘देखूँ ’, 15. ‘उसे’, 16. ‘मैं’, 17. ‘ नत’, 18. ‘सार’, 19. ‘वाला’, 20. ‘मानो’, 21. ‘ मला’, 22.
‘ मत्र’, 23. ‘मुझे’, 24. ‘पुराना’

Separation of Words (Stanza Wise):

(i) 1. ‘जो’, 2. ‘मैं’, 3. ‘नया’, 4. ‘ग्रंथ’, 5. ‘ वलोकता’, 6. ‘हू’ँ,

(ii) 1. ‘भाता’, 2. ‘मुझे’, 3. ‘सो’, 4. ‘नव’, 5. ‘ मत्र’, 6. ‘सा’, 7. ‘ह’ै,

(iii) 1. ‘देखूँ ’, 2. ‘उसे’, 3. ‘मैं’, 4. ‘ नत’, 5. ‘सार’, 6. ‘वाला’,

(iv) 1. ‘मानो’, 2. ‘ मला’, 3. ‘ मत्र’, 4. ‘मुझे’, 5. ‘पुराना’

Character Wise Separation: (88 Characters)

‘ज’, ‘◌ो’, ‘म’, ‘◌ै’, ‘◌ं’, ‘न’, ‘य’, ‘◌ा’, ‘ग’, ‘◌्’, ‘र’, ‘◌ं’, ‘थ’, ‘व’, ‘ि◌’, ‘ल’, ‘◌ो’, ‘क’, ‘त’, ‘◌ा’, ‘ह’,
‘◌ू’, ‘◌ँ’, ‘भ’, ‘◌ा’, ‘त’, ‘◌ा’, ‘म’, ‘◌ु’, ‘झ’, ‘◌े’, ‘स’, ‘◌ो’, ‘न’, ‘व’, ‘म’, ‘ि◌’, ‘त’, ‘◌्’, ‘र’, ‘स’, ‘◌ा’, ‘ह’,
‘◌ै’, ‘द’, ‘◌े’, ‘ख’, ‘◌ू’, ‘◌ँ’, ‘उ’, ‘स’, ‘◌े’, ‘म’, ‘◌ै’, ‘◌ं’, ‘न’, ‘ि◌’, ‘त’, ‘स’, ‘◌ा’, ‘र’, ‘व’, ‘◌ा’, ‘ल’, ‘◌ा’,
‘म’, ‘◌ा’, ‘न’, ‘◌ो’, ‘म’, ‘ि◌’, ‘ल’, ‘◌ा’, ‘म’, ‘ि◌’, ‘त’, ‘◌्’, ‘र’, ‘म’, ‘◌ु’, ‘झ’, ‘◌े’, ‘प’, ‘◌ु’, ‘र’, ‘◌ा’, ‘न’,
‘◌ा’,

These separated parts are processed through several methods for the ‘Matra Calcu-
lation’ and ‘Varna Count’ after these separations. These calculations are based on the
predefined set of rules. Let’s understand the stanza-wise ‘Matra’ allocation and calcula-
tion, but the focus will be on the ‘Varna Count’ and ‘Varna Sequence’ more because that
only matters in ‘Varnik Chhand’ detection.

Table 3.5: Stanza 1 Matra Calculation and Varna Sequence for Varnik Verses

Stanza 1

‘जो’ ‘मैं’ ‘नया’ ‘ग्रंथ’ ‘ वलोकता’ ‘हू’ँ
2 2 12 21 1212 2

2 2 1+2 2+1 1+2+1+2 2

2 2 3 3 6 2

Matra Count :2+2+3+3+6+2= 18

Varna Sequence : [[2], [2], [1, 2], [2, 1], [1, 2, 1, 2], [2]] = [22122112122]

Varna Sequence Length : 11

After the ‘Matra Calculation’ and ‘Varna Count’ and Sequence generation process-
ing, one can now observe that all the three stanzas are having similar ‘Varna Sequence’
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[22122112122], which is based on the ‘Ganas’ and the length of the sequence is 11 for all
the stanza as shown in Table 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8.

Table 3.6: Stanza 2 Matra Calculation and Varna Sequence for Varnik Verses

Stanza 2

‘भाता’ ‘मुझे’ ‘सो’ ‘नव’ ‘ मत्र’ ‘सा’ ‘ह’ै
22 12 2 11 21 2 2

2+2 1+2 2 1+1 2+1 2 2

4 3 2 2 3 2 2

Matra Count : 4+3+2+2+3+2+2= 18

Varna Sequence : [[2, 2], [1, 2], [2], [1, 1], [2, 1], [2], [2]] = [22122112122]

Varna Sequence Length : 11

These all-calculated values pass through the various methods modeled using the spe-
cific rule for every unique ‘Chhand’. The formation rule of ‘Indravajra’ says that the
‘Varna Sequence’ should be ‘TaGana’, ‘TaGana’, ‘JaGana’, ‘Guru’, and ‘Guru’, which is
consist of the sequence length of 11.
[22122112122] = 11
[221- ‘TaGana’, 221-‘TaGana’, ‘121’-JaGana, 2-‘Guru’, 2-‘Guru’] = 11

Table 3.7: Stanza 3 Matra Calculation and Varna Sequence for Varnik Verses

Stanza 3

‘देखूँ’ ‘उसे’ ‘मैं’ ‘ नत’ ‘सार’ ‘वाला’
22 12 2 11 21 22

2+2 1+2 2 1+1 2+1 2+2

4 3 2 2 3 4

Matra Count :4+3+2+2+3+4= 18

Varna Sequence : [[2, 2], [1, 2], [2], [1, 1], [2, 1], [2, 2]] = [22122112122]

Varna Sequence Length : 11

The provided input fulfills all the criteria mentioned in the rule of ‘Indravajra’. So
it gets detected, and as the mapping with the Parent and Grand-Parent is already pre-
structured, the Parent ‘Sam Varnik Vrutt / Chhand’ and Grand-Parent class ‘Varnik Vrutt
/ Chhand’ can be mapped quickly. This is how ‘Varnik Chhands’ gets detected based on
the predefined unique rule modeled methods as similar as ‘Matrik Chhands’.
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Table 3.8: Stanza 4 Matra Calculation and Varna Sequence for Varnik Verses

Stanza 4

‘मानो’ ‘ मला’ ‘ मत्र’ ‘मुझे’ ‘पुराना’
22 12 21 12 122

2+2 1+2 2+1 1+2 1+2+2

4 3 3 3 5

Matra Count :4+3+3+3+5= 18

Varna Sequence : [[2, 2], [1, 2], [2, 1], [1, 2], [1, 2, 2]] = [22122112122]

Varna Sequence Length : 11

This is how ‘Varnik Chhand / Vrutt’ Detection works.
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3.5.3 ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ Detection

It is known how ‘Matrik Chhands’ and ‘Varnik Chhands’ get identified and detected. It’s
time to identify the third primary class, which is ‘Mukt/Muktak Chhand’.

‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ are also processed as same as the ‘Matrik’ and ‘Varnik,’ but
things get different in later parts. So, the initial part of the splitting process and calcula-
tion remains the same. Let’s understand this with an example quickly. Poet Dr. Kumar
Vishwas pen this ‘Muktak Chhand’ example.

इस उड़ान पर अब श म�दा, में भी हूँ और तू भी ह।ै
आसमान से गरा प र�दा, में भी हूँ और तू भी ह।ै।
छुट गयी रस्ते में, जीने मरने क सार कसमें।

अपने-अपने हाल में ज�दा, में भी हूँ और तू भी ह।ै।’

The initial splitting and cleaning data operation will occur as similar to earlier dis-
cussed ‘Matrik’ and ‘Varnik’ examples. Let’s go through this also very quickly.

Separation of Lines: (4 Lines)

Line 1: इस उड़ान पर अब श म�दा, में भी हूँ और तू भी ह’ै

Line 2: ‘आसमान से गरा प र�दा, में भी हूँ और तू भी ह’ै

Line 3: ‘छुट गयी रस्ते में, जीने मरने क सार कसमें’

Line 4: ‘अपने-अपने हाल में ज�दा, में भी हूँ और तू भी ह’ै

Separation of Stanza / ‘Charan’: (8 Stanzas)

Stanza 1: इस उड़ान पर अब श म�दा’

Stanza 2: में भी हूँ और तू भी ह’ै

Stanza 3: ‘आसमान से गरा प र�दा’

Stanza 4: ‘में भी हूँ और तू भी ह’ै

Stanza 5: ‘छुट गयी रस्ते में’

Stanza 6: ‘जीने मरने क सार कसमें’

Stanza 7: ‘अपने-अपने हाल में ज�दा’

Stanza 8: ‘में भी हूँ और तू भी ह’ै
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Separation of Words: (24 Words)

1. ‘इस’, 2. ‘उड़ान’, 3. ‘पर’, 4. ‘अब’, 5. ‘श म�दा’, 6. ‘में’, 7. ‘भी’, 8. ‘हू’ँ, 9. ‘और’, 10. ‘तू’,
11. ‘भी’, 12. ‘ह’ै,

13. ‘आसमान’, 14. ‘से’, 15. ‘ गरा’, 16. ‘प र�दा’, 17. ‘में’, 18. ‘भी’, 19. ‘हू’ँ, 20. ‘और’, 21.
‘तू’, 22. ‘भी’, 23. ‘ह’ै,

24. ‘छुट’, 25. ‘गयी’, 26. ‘रस्ते’, 27. ‘में’, 28. ‘जीने’, 29. ‘मरने’, 30. ‘क ’, 31. ‘सार ’, 32.
‘कसमें’,

33. ‘अपने-अपने’, 34. ‘हाल’, 35. ‘में’, 36. ‘ ज�दा’, 37. ‘में’, 38. ‘भी’, 39. ‘हू’ँ, 40. ‘और’, 41.
‘तू’, 42. ‘भी’, 43. ‘ह’ै

Separation of Words (Stanza Wise):

(i) 1. ‘इस’, 2. ‘उड़ान’, 3. ‘पर’, 4. ‘अब’, 5. ‘श म�दा’,

(ii) 1. ‘में’, 2. ‘भी’, 3. ‘हू’ँ, 4. ‘और’, 5. ‘तू’, 6. ‘भी’, 7. ‘ह’ै,

(iii) 1. ‘आसमान’, 2. ‘से’, 3. ‘ गरा’, 4. ‘प र�दा’,

(iv) 1. ‘में’, 2. ‘भी’, 3. ‘हू’ँ, 4. ‘और’, 5. ‘तू’, 6. ‘भी’, 7. ‘ह’ै,

(v) 1. ‘छुट’, 2. ‘गयी’, 3. ‘रस्ते’, 4. ‘में’,

(vi) 1. ‘जीने’, 2. ‘मरने’, 3. ‘क ’, 4. ‘सार ’, 5. ‘कसमें’,

(vii) 1. ‘अपने-अपने’, 2. ‘हाल’, 3. ‘में’, 4. ‘ ज�दा’

(viii) 1. ‘में’, 2. ‘भी’, 3. ‘हू’ँ, 4. ‘और’, 5. ‘तू’, 6. ‘भी’, 7. ‘ह’ै,

Character Wise Separation: (137 Characters)

‘इ’, ‘स’, ‘उ’, ‘ड’, ‘◌़’, ‘◌ा’, ‘न’, ‘प’, ‘र’, ‘अ’, ‘ब’, ‘श’, ‘र’, ‘◌्’, ‘म’, ‘ि◌’, ‘◌ं’, ‘द’, ‘◌ा’, ‘म’, ‘◌े’,
‘◌ं’, ‘भ’, ‘◌ी’, ‘ह’, ‘◌ू’, ‘◌ँ’, ‘औ’, ‘र’, ‘त’, ‘◌ू’, ‘भ’, ‘◌ी’, ‘ह’, ‘◌ै’, ‘आ’, ‘स’, ‘म’, ‘◌ा’, ‘न’, ‘स’, ‘◌े’, ‘ग’,
‘ि◌’, ‘र’, ‘◌ा’, ‘प’, ‘र’, ‘ि◌’, ‘◌ं’, ‘द’, ‘◌ा’, ‘म’, ‘◌े’, ‘◌ं’, ‘भ’, ‘◌ी’, ‘ह’, ‘◌ू’, ‘◌ँ’, ‘औ’, ‘र’, ‘त’, ‘◌ू’, ‘भ’,
‘◌ी’, ‘ह’, ‘◌ै’, ‘छ’, ‘◌ु’, ‘ट’, ‘ग’, ‘य’, ‘◌ी’, ‘र’, ‘स’, ‘◌्’, ‘त’, ‘◌े’, ‘म’, ‘◌े’, ‘◌ं’, ‘ज’, ‘◌ी’, ‘न’, ‘◌े’, ‘म’,
‘र’, ‘न’, ‘◌े’, ‘क’, ‘◌ी’, ‘स’, ‘◌ा’, ‘र’, ‘◌ी’, ‘क’, ‘स’, ‘म’, ‘◌े’, ‘◌ं’, ‘अ’, ‘प’, ‘न’, ‘◌े’, ‘-’, ‘अ’, ‘प’, ‘न’,
‘◌े’, ‘ह’, ‘◌ा’, ‘ल’, ‘म’, ‘◌े’, ‘◌ं’, ‘ज’, ‘ि◌’, ‘◌ं’, ‘द’, ‘◌ा’, ‘म’, ‘◌े’, ‘◌ं’, ‘भ’, ‘◌ी’, ‘ह’, ‘◌ू’, ‘◌ँ’, ‘औ’, ‘र’,
‘त’, ‘◌ू’, ‘भ’, ‘◌ी’, ‘ह’, ‘◌ै’
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After the separation and initial cleaning operation, the separated data go through all the
predefined rule-based modeled methods of all ‘Matrik Chhands’ and ‘Varnik Chhands’.
But as ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ does not follow any specific rules and always written
as free form writing, none of the modeled ‘Chhands’ gets detected, then it is considered
‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’. There are some advancements regarding the ‘Mukt / Muk-
tak Chhand’ after detection, which will be discussed in the next Section 3.3 Simplified
Quantity Calculation Rules. The initial splitting and cleaning data operation will occur
as similar to earlier discussed ‘Matrik’ and ‘Varnik’ examples. Let’s go through this also
very quickly.
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3.6 Advancement in Core Metadata Generator

After developing the Core Metadata Generator, it was felt that it could be straightened
more by incorporating some latest advancements to understand and learn about Hindi po-
etry in-depth. The improvements incorporated are divided into several points for better
understanding.

1. Advance ‘Mukt / Muktak’ Identification and Detection

2. Stop Words Filtering

3. Populating Meaning and Example of Word with Wordnet Integration

4. Suggesting Examples of the identified ‘Chhand’

5. Additional Several Utilities

Let us go through all of these one by one.
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3.6.1 Advance ‘Mukt / Muktak’ Identification and Detection

Advance ‘Mukt / Muktak’ Identification and Detection comes when any input gets de-
tected into the ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ class at the identification and detection time.
Now the thing is that as it is already known that the ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ is written in
free form, and usually no rules such as ‘Matrik Chhand’ or ‘Varnik Chhand’ are followed.
To understand the ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhands’ more, the research work is trying to figure
out that if any writer tried writing the write-up using any combination of any ‘Chhand’
rules. In Advanced ‘Mukt / Muktak’ identification and detection, the actual input gets
divided into several parts in different combinations of lines and stanzas. These split lines
and stanzas are treated as input until the combination gets processed through the auto-
matic metadata generator.

If any of these combinations get detected through any pre-defined rule-based mod-
eled methods of ‘Matrik Chhand’ and ‘Varnik Chhand’. They are added to the metadata.
The exact process goes on till the last combination gets checked. Finally, all the detected
‘Chhands’ list is displayed in the metadata even though the primary input got detected
as a ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’. But after processing with the advanced ‘Mukt / Muktak
Chhand’ detection mechanism, the metadata generator found traces of the uses of some
‘Chhands’ as a part of the given input, and all those found ‘Chhands’ are added to final
metadata.

Let us understand with an example. To test and understand the concept, the provided
input will be consisting of a combination of the two different ‘Chhand’ named ‘Doha’
and ‘Sortha’:

‘बड़ा हुआ तो क्या हुआ, जैसे पेड़ खजूर ।
पंछ को छाया नहीं, फल लागै अ त दूर ।।
कंुद इंदु सम देह, उमा रमन करुनायतन ।
जा ह दीन पर नेह, करहु कृपा मदर्न मयन ॥’

In this example, when it is processed through the automatic metadata generator, it will
get detected as ‘Mukt / Matrik Chhand’. Still, once it is reprocessed using the Advanced
‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ detection and identification technique. It will try to find the uses
of construction rules of the various ‘Chhand’ already modeled in the automatic metadata
generator. After chopping in different combinations, the input parts combination will be
processed to detect the ‘Doha’ and ‘Sortha’, which will be detected eventually and added
into the final metadata. The metadata for the same will be as following:
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Type : मु क/मु छंद

मेटाडाटा जनरेटर के पुनः प्रयासो से नम्न ल खत आंत रक छंदो का समावेश आपके द्वारा दये गए इनपुट मे
कया गया है :

[['दोहा', 'मा त्रक छंद', 'अधर् सममा त्रक छंद'], ['सोरठा', 'मा त्रक छंद', 'अधर् सममा त्रक छंद']]
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3.6.2 Stop Words Filtering

Stop Words filtering is one of the significant advancements of this automatic metadata
generator. It is a considerable advancement because it plays a vital role in upcoming
processing and the metadata generator’s overall efficiency. In Stop Words filtering, the
Stop Words are filtered using an existing hybrid research-based list of the Hindi Stop
Words through which the stopwords of a given input is filtered. This filtering is essential
because in the following process, while populating meaning and examples of different
words, through the wordnet integration. Only words that are left after stop word filter-
ing are processed, which usually takes less time and improves the execution time and the
overall efficiency of the metadata generator. Stop Word filtering saves a lot of time and
provides improvement to the automatic metadata generator.

Stopwords filtering or removal is not only about saving time. It also improves the
accuracy of the system because stopwords are irrelevant for the upcoming processing.
Therefore, even though this research work is not dealing with time-related things, still
removing stopwords saves time, then it should be filtered out. Another reason why it is
required is that in the next step, meanings and example’s suggestions will be generated
for the words with the help of wordnet. And in that process, stopwords are not required
to be processed again.

Let us quickly understand this from the following example:

‘बड़ा हुआ तो क्या हुआ, जैसे पेड़ खजूर ।
पंछ को छाया नहीं, फल लागै अ त दूर ।।’

For the given example input, the stop words will be filtered, and results will be as
follows:

Found Stop Words:

['हुआ', 'तो', 'क्या', 'हुआ', 'जैसे', 'को', 'दूर']
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3.6.3 Populating Meaning and Example of Word with Wordnet In-
tegration

After filtering the Stop Words, the need for a meaning of words was required to accom-
plish the same the Hindi Wordnet was integrated. With the integration of the Hindi Word-
net, the remaining words list after the filtering of Stop Words is processed, as the Hindi
Poem consists of so many words, and one might do not aware of the meaning of many
words. So, the word meaning and an instance of the usage of that word is populated with
Hindi WordNet’s help.

In Wordnet’s integration, some words meaning was found, and some word’s meaning
was not found. The reason why several words meaning was not found can be either the
word not included yet in the Wordnet, or the words are coming from the local native lan-
guage, which not coming from directly Hindi.

Let us understand the same with an example of ‘Kanthi Chhand’:

‘हुआ सवेरा।
मटा अँधेरा।।
सुषुप्त जागो।
खुमार त्यागो।।’

Here are the word meanings with an example which are found in wordnet:
Words Meaning and Examples:
सवेरा (Meaning) : दन नकलने का समय
Example: सुबह होते ही कसान खेत क ओर चल दया ।
अँधेरा (Meaning) : प्रकाश का अभाव
Example: सूयर् डूबते ही चारों ओर अंधकार हो जाता है ।
खुमार (Meaning) : वह मान सक अवस्था जो शराब, भाँग आ द मादक पदाथ के सेवन से होती है
Example: शराब के नशे में चूर सपाही ने नद ष र व को बहुत पीटा । Words Meaning Not Found:
['सुषुप्त', 'जागो', ' मटा', 'त्यागो']

This is how theword’smeaning and the example uses of thewords or similar sentences
are generated, which makes it easier for readers to understand Hindi poetry. There can be
multiple meanings or usefulness of the words, but here, the most common meanings and
examples are populated as the context-based meaning for words is still a challenging task
for Hindi wordnet development itself, for Hindi the context-based meaning is currently
not possible might be that will be in possible upcoming future. With a minor change in
the automatic metadata generator, that can also be incorporated.
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3.6.4 Suggesting Examples of the identified ‘Chhand’

This is another valuable feature of the automatic metadata generator through which simi-
lar examples are suggested for the identified verses. For example, when a user generates
metadata of a particular type of verse through an automatic metadata generator, the user
may be interested in more examples of Hindi verses of the same type.The different exam-
ples are delivered through the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) based pre-managed file
of examples. In this mechanism, new examples can be added systematically in key-value
pairs. Verse types are used as keys, and their respective examples are stored as values.
Random examples get populated for the detected and identified Verse type from the stored
examples. Like the following provided input was detected as ‘Doha’:

‘ऐसी वाणी बो लए, मन का आपा खोय ।
औरन को शीतल करे, आपहु शीतल होय ।।’

As soon as it is detected as a ‘Doha’, the automatic metadata generator looks for the ex-
amples from the already managed example JSON file and populated any random example
from the respective ‘Chhand’ examples. For this, another example populated was as fol-
lowing:
Chhand Example:

‘बड़ा हुआ तो क्या हुआ, जैसे पेड़ खजूर ।
पंछ को छाया नहीं, फल लागै अ त दूर ।।’

So, this is how example suggestion for the detected ‘Chhand’ are populated through
which whoever is willing to learn more about the appropriate ‘Chhand’ can explore more
and learn more about the construction of the ‘Chhand’, which is very helpful in under-
standing the concept behind the structure of the ‘Chhand’.
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3.6.5 Additional Several Utilities

As part of the research, while carrying out this research, the standard utilities needs were
felt, which did not exist but were required. Data collection utility was created for the
collection of the data to develop a systematic data corpus. Later on, a bulk collection
utility for the data collectionwas also developed throughwhich bulk data can be processed
and stored via text and comma-separated value (CSV) files. To the research progress
status, a utility for the research stats generation was also designed. These all utilities
were developed for systematic management and to reduce the manual work efforts.
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3.7 An approach to identify and detect ‘Alankars’

‘Alankar’, also known as the figure of speech which was not the initial objective of this
research, was also explored in depth during this research study. The ‘Chhand’ and the
‘Alankar’ part in the Hindi language is truly untouched with the research perspective that
was observed while carrying out the extensive literature review. Like the ‘Chhand’, no
systematic structure was found for ‘Alankar’, which can be directly used for the research
purpose. Massive efforts were made to structure and classify the different ‘Alankar’ into
specific classes to create a proper hierarchical structure with the continuation of the tra-
ditional ways of ‘Alankar’ class rules and examples.

The hierarchically structured list is representing the different ‘Alankars’ included in
the various categories, is generated based on such meaning pieces of information col-
lected from different sources [53–55].

1. ‘ShabdAlankar’ (‘शब्दालंकार’)

1.1. Alliteration (‘अनुप्रास अलंकार’)
1.1.1. ‘Chekanupras’ (‘छेकानुप्रास अलंकार’)
1.1.2. ‘Vrutyanupras’ (‘वत्यानप्रास अलंकार’)
1.1.3. ‘Latanupras’ (‘लाटानुप्रास अलंकार’)
1.1.4. ‘Antyanpras’ (‘अन्तत्यानप्रास अलंकार’)
1.1.5. ‘Shrtyanpras’ (‘श्रत्यानप्रास अलंकार’)

1.2. ‘Yamak’ (‘यमक अलंकार’)
1.3. ‘Punrukti’ (‘पुनरु अलंकार’)
1.4. ‘Vipsa’ (‘ वप्सा अलंकार’)
1.5. ‘Vakrokti’ (‘वक्रो अलंकार’)
1.5.1. ‘Kaku Vakrokti’ (‘काकु वक्रो अलंकार’)
1.5.2. ‘Shelsh Vakrokti’ ’ (‘ ेष वक्रो अलंकार’)

1.6. Pun or Irony (‘ ेष अलंकार’)
1.6.1. ‘Abhang Shlesh’ (‘अभंग ेष अलंकार’)
1.6.2. ‘Sabhang Shlesh’ (‘सभंग ेष अलंकार’)

2. ‘ArthAlankar’ (‘अथार्लंकार’)

2.1. Simile (‘उपमा अलंकार’)
2.1.1. ‘Purnopama’ (‘पूण पमा अलंकार’)
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2.1.2. ‘Luptopama’ (‘लुप्तोपमा अलंकार’)
2.2. Metaphor (‘रूपक अलंकार’)
2.2.1. ‘Sam Rupak’ (‘सम रूपक अलंकार’)
2.2.2. ‘Adhik Rupak’ (‘अ धक रूपक अलंकार’)
2.2.3. ‘Nyun Rupak’ (‘न्यून रूपक अलंकार’)

2.3. Poetic Fancy (‘उत्प्रेक्षा अलंकार’)
2.3.1. ‘Vastupreksha’ (‘वस्तुप्रेक्षा अलंकार’)
2.3.2. ‘Hetupreksha’ (‘हतेुप्रेक्षा अलंकार’)
2.3.3. ‘Falotpreksha’ (‘फलोत्प्रेक्षा अलंकार’)

2.4. Exemplification (‘द्र ािन्त अलंकार/दृ ान्त’)
2.5. Doubt (‘संदेह अलंकार’)
2.6. Hyperbole (‘अ तश्यो अलंकार’)
2.7. ‘Upmeyopma’ (‘उपमेयोपमा अलंकार’)
2.8. Converse (‘प्रतीप अलंकार’)
2.9. Self Comparison (‘अनन्वय अलंकार’)
2.10. Error (‘भ्रां तमान अलंकार’)
2.11. Illuminator(‘दीपक अलंकार’)
2.12. Concealment (‘अपहृ त अलंकार’)
2.13. ‘Vyatirek’ (‘ तरेक अलंकार’)
2.14. Peculiar Causation (‘ वभावना अलंकार’)
2.15. Peculiar Allegation (‘ वशेषो अलंकार’)
2.16. Corroboration (‘अथार्न्तरन्यास अलंकार’)
2.17. ‘Ullekh’ (‘उल्लेख अलंकार’)
2.18. Contradiction (‘ वरोधाभास अलंकार’)
2.19. Disconnection (‘असंग त अलंकार’)
2.20. Personification(‘मानवीकरण अलंकार’)
2.21. ‘Anantyokti’ (‘अन्तयो अलंकार’)
2.22. Poetical Reason (‘का ल�ग अलंकार’)
2.23. Natural Description (‘स्वभावोती अलंकार’)
2.24. Typical Comparison (‘प्र तवस्तूपमा’)
2.25. Chain of Similes (‘मालोपमा’)
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2.26. Equal Pairing (‘तुल्यो गता’)
2.27. Illustration (‘ नदशर्ना’)
2.28. Speech of Brevity (‘समासो ’)
2.29. Indirect Dissection (‘अप्रस्तुतप्रशंसा’)
2.30. Special Mention (‘प रसंख्या’)

3. ‘UbhayAlankar’ (‘उभयालंकार’)

3.1. Combination of Figures of Speech (‘संसृ ’)

3.2. The fusion of Figures of Speech (‘संकर’)

Based on the diverse collection of practices of ‘Alankars’, the ‘Alankars’ listed in this
hierarchical managed list was used for additional research purposes in this research work.
Also, it will help the upcoming research works in the same segment in the future.

‘Alankars’ were also identified and structured. A total of 58 classification types of
Alankars were found, out of which three classes can be identified using this metadata
generator (‘Shabdalankar’(‘शब्दालंकार’), ‘Anupras’(‘अनुप्रास’), ‘Punrukti’(‘पुनरु ’)).

Apart from these, efforts were made to classify four more classes named (‘ArthA-
lankar’(‘अथार्लंकार’), ‘Yamak’(‘यमक’), ‘Utpeksha’(‘उत्प्रेक्षा’), ‘Upma’(‘उपमा ’)). All fourwere
also implemented, but as the context-based meaning of the word is required, which is still
a challenge in Hindi NLP, these classes cannot be said or claimed to be genuinely classi-
fied with this automatic metadata generator.
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3.8 Summary

This section is the last subsection of the Research Methodology chapter of this thesis. A
detailed description and summarised discussion of the metadata generator’s modeling is
included to accommodate the research work explained in the earlier Section 3.1 to 3.7
of this chapter. In Section 3.1, the Hindi Verse’s classes and subclasses and the different
findings during the Literature Review are enlightening. The very next Section 3.2, dis-
cusses the various components of Hindi Verse and appropriate examples for better clarity.

Quantity calculation primary rules and some special exceptional rules are incorpo-
rated in Section 3.3, with suitable cases to understand correctly. Section 3.4 Hierarchical
structure construction of HindiMetre is based on the different classes discussed in Section
3.1, components from section 3.2, sets of rules of Section 3.3, and individual unique rules
of particular types, which are manually identified and validated using testing through dif-
ferent examples.

Further, in Section 3.5, the basic core idea of modeling of metadata generator is rep-
resented. Modeling is based on each point discussed from Section 3.1 to Section 3.4 and
the unique rules of the individual Hindi Verses. Modeling is described using a core flow
chart and simple steps through the algorithm. Based on the modeled metadata generator,
the three different scenarios of ‘Matrik Chhand’ detection, ‘Varnik Chhand’ detection,
and ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ detection is explained, which includes the proper step by
step explanation of each calculation also.

Advanced ‘Mukt / Muktak’ identification and detection are added to advance the
metadata generator in Section 3.6. It works on the reanalysis by separating the input
detected as the ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ class earlier to check if any part of it uses any
existing modeled Hindi Verses rules through reprocessing the separated parts of the ac-
tual input. Furthermore, Stopword filtering, wordnet integration for the meanings of the
words, and examples of those words are integrated. A similar example generation for the
detected Hindi Verse type of the given input is also one of the metadata generator’s bene-
ficial features discussed in the second last subsection of Section 3.6. The final subsection
of Section 3.6 talks about the different utilities developed during research work for corpus
creation.

Section 3.7 representing an approach to identify and detect which was not the earlier
part and objective of this research work ‘Alankars’. Here everything about the research
methodology of this research work ends in brief. The results are discussed in the Chapter
4 Results and Discussions.
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussions

Results are the essential part of the research. To simply and understand the research re-
sult in this kind of research work, the best way to represent the result is to know with the
actual example results first, and later the overall result can be discussed.

The results discussed here are widely tested, and the details about the data on which
testing was done are represented in the Table 4.1 Overall Results. Here the classification
was done automatically through the automatic metadata generator, and the validation was
done manually. To understand the results better, let us check out the results for each pri-
mary ‘Chhand’ class. For a better understanding, the same examples will be used, which
were used in the Methodology section.

Different parts of the Results and Discussions are entitled as follows:

1. Implementation Specifications

2. ‘Matrik Chhand’ Result

3. ‘Varnik Chhand’ Result

4. ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ Result

5. Advance ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ Result

6. Overall Results

7. Discussions

Before understanding the results, let us go through the implementation specifications
first.
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4.1 Implementation Specifications

Following are the specifications on which implementation and the test execution of the
automatic metadata generator took place.

• System: MacBook Air (13-inch, 2017)

• Operating System: macOS Big Sur Version 11.4

• Processor: 1.8GHz dual-core Intel Core i5

• Storage: 128GB PCIe-based flash storage

• Memory: 8GB of 1600MHz DDR3

• Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 6000

• Programming Langauge: Python Version 3.9

• Editors: PyCharm (Community Edition) Version 2019.3, Visual Studio Code Ver-
sion 1.57.1

• External APIs / Libraries: pyiwn (Python-based API for IndoWordNet) [97] and
Hindi Language Stop Words List [101]

Let us understand why Python was chosen for implementation.
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4.2 Why Python?

Python is the best suitable programming language based on the nature of the research
problem. The current problem is a rule-based modeling-related problem. Therefore, a
dynamic programming language that focuses on code readability is required, and Python
is the best fit.

Python is open-source, easy to learn and implement, and has a rich set of libraries. Due
to that, it is becoming the first choice for data or data science-related problems. According
to Google Trends and GitHub, till 2020, Python is still the most popular programming
language as shown in Figure 4.1 [108].

Figure 4.1: Popularity of Python

Let us understand the implementation through results now.
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4.3 ‘Matrik Chhand’ Result

While processing the ‘Matrik Chhand’, the result produced by the automatic metadata
generator is as follow:

‘ऐसी वाणी बो लए, मन का आपा खोय ।
औरन को शीतल करे, आपहु शीतल होय ।।’

Let us provide this as an input to the automatic metadata generator and check what
metadata is generated as output results.

Figure 4.2: Matrik Verses Result
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The automatic metadata generator has generated the complete metadata based on the
given input for the ‘Matrik Chhand’, which consists of so much information helpful with
Computational Linguistics’s perspective as shown in Figure 4.2. The type, subtype, and
‘Chhand’ are based on the rule-basedmodeling of plenty of the combinations and complex
rules of ‘Matrik Chhand’.
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4.4 ‘Varnik Chhand’ Result

While processing the ‘Varnik Chhand’, the result produced by the automatic metadata
generator is as follow:

‘जो मैं नया ग्रंथ वलोकता हू,ँ भाता मुझे सो नव मत्र सा है ।
देखूँ उसे मैं नत सार वाला, मानो मला मत्र मुझे पुराना ।।’

Let us provide this as an input to the automatic metadata generator and check what meta-
data is generated as output results.

Figure 4.3: Varnik Verses Result
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Similar to the ‘Matrik Chhand’ in ‘Varnik Chhand’ also the Type, Sub Type, and
‘Chhand’ get identified and detected based on the already modeled rules and so much rel-
evant metadata information the metadata generator generates the metadata automatically
as shown in Figure 4.3.
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4.5 ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ Result

While processing the ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’, the result produced by the automatic
metadata generator is as follow:

इस उड़ान पर अब श म�दा, में भी हूँ और तू भी ह।ै
आसमान से गरा प र�दा, में भी हूँ और तू भी ह।ै।
छुट गयी रस्ते में, जीने मरने क सार कसमें।

अपने-अपने हाल में ज�दा, में भी हूँ और तू भी ह।ै।’

Figure 4.4: Mukt / Muktak Verses Result
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Figure 4.4 is representing the Mukt / Muktak Verses Result. After understanding the
‘Matrik Chhand’ and ‘Varnik Chhand’, if the input is not identified or detected, then that
will fall under the ‘Mukt / Muktak’ category. Still, after that, as per the advanced ‘Mukt
/ Muktak’ detection mechanism, efforts were made to find any ‘Chhand’ type used in
stanzas, but none was found.
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4.6 Advance ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’ Result

While Advance processing the ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’, the result produced by the au-
tomatic metadata generator is as follow:

‘जो मैं नया ग्रंथ वलोकता हू,ँ भाता मुझे सो नव मत्र सा है ।
देखूँ उसे मैं नत सार वाला, मानो मला मत्र मुझे पुराना ।।

ऐसी वाणी बो लए, मन का आपा खोय ।
औरन को शीतल करे, आपहु शीतल होय ।।’

Figure 4.5: Advance Mukt / Muktak Verses Result
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Figure 4.5 is representing the Advance Mukt / Muktak Verses Result. After under-
standing the ‘Matrik Chhand’, ‘Varnik Chhand’ and ‘Mukt / Muktak Chhand’, if the input
is not identified or detected, then that will go for the Advance ‘Mukt / Muktak’ category
as discussed in 3.6.1 Advance ‘Mukt / Muktak’ Identification and Detection. As per the
advanced ‘Mukt / Muktak’ detection mechanism, efforts were made to find any ‘Chhand’
type used in stanzas, and ‘Indravajra’ and ‘Doha’ were found.
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4.7 Overall Results

Results are always an essential part of any research study. Before moving on to the re-
sults, the thing that highlights something here is that not much has been found in the
current work in this field, so it is impossible to compare the research work and the re-
sults. No similar work has been found relating to the classification and identification of
Hindi Verses, which makes this work unique and novel.Just two nearby research papers
were observed. One was related to the identification of ‘Chaupai’ (‘चौपाई’) with 95.03%
accuracy, while 97.09% accuracy is achieved by the proposed research. Similarly, the
second research paper relevant to ‘Rola’(‘रोला’) by 89.83% accuracy, where 95.24% ac-
curacy is provided by the current research work.

The modeled automatic metadata generator relies on the varying rules of the one hun-
dred and eleven (111) Hindi Verses classification types, subtypes, and subsubtypes. The
fifty-three (53) distinct types of Hindi Verses data collection was carried out for the test
and validation purpose. Every class had a minimum of twenty (20) and a maximum of
three hundred and ten (310) records as per the data availability. From various sources
Total of 3330 records were found and tested, out of which 3195 records were detected
successfully.

The final accuracy rate on the basis of the results is 94.99%, and the inaccuracy rate is
05.01%. Figure 4.6 is consists of a graphical representation of the ‘Chhand’ data found,
detected, and not found, including the proper accuracy and failure or inaccuracy rates of
various ‘Chhands’. It is also revealing that the several ‘Chhands’ accuracy rate ranges
are between 84%-100%, and the failure or inaccuracy rate is between 0%-16%.

Table 4.1 is representing the Overall Results of Automatic Hindi Verse Detection,
which includes Hindi Verses ‘Chhand’ Name, Found, Detected, Not Detected including
success% and failure% of respective Hindi Verses detection by the automatic metadata
generator.’ Found’ means the number of examples collected. ‘Detected’ represents the
number of detected Verses out of ‘Found’ when processed through an automatic metadata
generator. The example collection process was entirely manual, and the collected exam-
ples can be validated with the classification only, which was done automatically using the
metadata generator. There is no such automatic tool/process available for verification, so
verifying the identified Hindi Verses was manual. ‘Not Detected’ are the ones that are not
detected as Hindi Verse in the appropriate type. ‘Success %’ and ‘Failure%’ are the ac-
curacy and failure percentage based on ‘Detect’, ‘Not Detected’, and ‘Found’. If we talk
about labeling, for ‘Found’ labeling was manual and processed ‘Detected’ data, labeling
was automatic through the automatic metadata generator.
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Out of all the fifty three (53) various kinds of Hindi Verses data, only five (5) Hindi
Verses (‘Chhands’- ‘छंद’) (‘Chhappay’- ‘छप्पय’, ‘Chopaiya’- ‘चौपैया’, ‘Shankar’- ‘शंकर’, ‘Sar’-
‘सार’, ‘Tantak’- ‘तांतक’) were consist below 90% of accuracy rate, and the remaining forty
eight (48) were within 90-100%, and further out of these twenty nine (29) (‘Roopmala’-
‘रूपमाला’, ‘Rola’- ‘रोला’, ‘Panchchamar’- ‘पंचचामर’, ‘Doha’- ‘दोहा’, ‘Dodhak’- ‘दोधक’,
‘Manoram’ - ‘मनोरम’, ‘Nidhi’- ‘ न ध’, ‘Harigitika’- ‘ह र ग तका’, ‘Durmil Savaiya’- ‘दु म�ल
सवैया’, ‘Ullala (Sam Matrik)’- ‘उल्लाला (सम मा त्रक)’, ‘Chandrika’- ‘चं द्रका’, ‘Dhar’- ‘धार’,
‘Barvai’- ‘बरवै’, ‘SurDhanakshari’- ‘सुर धनाक्षर ’, ‘Pramanika’- ‘प्रमा णका’, ‘Chaupai’- ‘चौपाई’,
‘Piyushvarsh’- ‘पीयूषवषर्’, ‘Sortha’- ‘सोरठा’, ‘Trotak’- ‘त्रोटक’, ‘Malini’- ‘मा लनी’, ‘Bhujangi’-
‘भुजंगी’, ‘Vanshasth’ - ‘वंशस्थ’, ‘Drutvilambit’- ‘द्रतु वलं बत’, ‘Mandakranta’- ‘मंदाक्रांता’, ‘Bhu-
jangprayag’ - ‘भुजंगप्रयाग’, ‘Aansu’- ‘आंसू’, ‘Janak’- ‘जनक’, ‘Tilka’- ‘ तलका’, ‘Muktak’- ‘मु क’
) were owning 95% or greaterin rage of 95-100% of accurary. The least accuracy, 84%
was detected for ‘Chhapay’- ‘छप्पय’, that is formed of a combination of a pair of Hindi
Verses (‘Chhands’- ‘छंद’), which usually causes the creation and classification complex,
and because of that the problems occur extra. Themost excellent performing Hindi Verses
(‘Chhands’- ‘छंद’) amidst 100% accuracy rate was ‘Aansu’- (‘आंसू’, ‘Bhujangprayag’ -
‘भुजंगप्रयाग’, ‘Janak’ - ‘जनक’, ‘Mandakranta’ - ‘मंदाक्रांता’, ‘Muktak’- ‘मु क’ and ‘Tilka’ -
‘ तलका’ ).

The research work is not limited to the already mentioned Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’-
‘छंद’) 227 records of fifty (50) more Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’- ‘छंद’) types were modeled
and tested based on these records, for which the data for the same were between 1 to
15 records of each. Out of fifty (50 Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’- ‘छंद’), thirty four (34)
Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’- ‘छंद’) (‘Gitika / Chanchri / Charchari’- ‘गी तका/चंचर /चचर्र सवैया’,
‘Sundari / Madhavi Savaiya’- ‘सुंदर /माधवी सवैया’, ‘Chakor Savaiya’- ‘चकोर सवैया’, ‘Sukhi
Savaiya’- ‘सुखी सवैया’, ‘Arsat Savaiya’- ‘अरसात सवैया’, ‘Lavanglata Savaiya’- ‘लवाँगलता
सवैया’, ‘Mukthara Savaiya’- ‘मु हरा सवैया’, ‘Vam Savaiya’- ‘वाम सवैया’, ‘Mod Savaiya’- ‘मोद
सवैया’, ‘ShuddhGita’- ‘शुद्ध गीता’, ‘Gaganangana’- ‘गगनंगना’, ‘Lavni’- ‘लावणी’, ‘Madhumalti’-
‘मधुमालती’, ‘Vijat’- ‘ वजात’, ‘Janharan Dhanakshari’- ‘जनहरण धनाक्षर ’, ‘Dev Dhanakshari’-
‘देव धनाक्षर ’, ‘VijyaDhanakshari / Kamini’- ‘ वजया धनाक्षर / का मनी’, ‘JalharanDhanakshari’-
‘जलहरण धनाक्षर ’, ‘Kanak Manjari’- ‘कनक मंजर ’, ‘Giridhari’- ‘ ग रधार ’, ‘Panktika’- ‘पं का’,
‘Mattgayand Savaiya’- ‘म गयंद सवैया’, ‘Sumukhi Savaiya’- ‘सुमुखी सवैया’, ‘Bihari’- ‘ बहार ’,
‘Nil’- ‘नील’, ‘Ullala (Ardh Sam Matrik)’, ‘Shikhrini’- ‘ शख रनी’, ‘Arvind Savaiya’- ‘अर व�द
सवैया’, ‘Muktamani’ - ‘मु ाम ण’, ‘Indira’- ‘इं दरा’, ‘Gath’- ‘गाथ’, ‘Damru Dhanakshari’- ‘डमरू
धनाक्षर ’, ‘Asabandha’- ‘असबँधा’, ‘Padhyamala’) were having 1 to 5 examples for each, nine
(9) ‘Chhands’ (‘Kusumasamudita’ - ‘कुसुमु दता’,‘Dhuni’- ‘धूनी’,‘Pavan’- ‘पवन’, ‘Chanchala’
- ‘चंचला’, ‘Udiyana’ - ‘उ ड़याना’,‘Kaamrup’- ‘कामरूप’,‘Chanchrik/Haripriya’- ‘चँच रक/ह र प्रया’,
‘Kanthi’- ‘कंठ ’, ‘Veer / Aalha / Matrik Savaiya’- ‘वीर/आल्हा/मा त्रक सवैया’) were having
6 to 10 examples each, the remaining seven (‘Shalini’- ‘शा लनी’,‘Kirit Savaiya’- ‘ क रट
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सवैया’,‘Shakti’- ‘श ’, ‘Indravajra’- ‘इंद्रवज्रा’, ‘Ghanshyam’ - ‘घनश्याम’, ‘Upendravajra’ -
‘उपेंद्रवज्रा’, ‘Pavan’- ‘पवन’) were having 11-15 records for each type. All the records were
detected successfully to their associated Hindi Verses ‘Chhand’ types.

This research work is the novel and first of its kind of research work in the world, as
no such similar research work was done earlier, so no benchmarking of the accuracy of
results can be done here.

The primary three classes(‘Matrik Chhand’- ‘मा त्रक छंद’, ‘Varnik Chhand’- ‘व ण�क छंद’,
‘Muktak / Mukt Chhand’- ‘मु क/मु छंद’) were incorporated, along with their associa-
tive further six subclasses (‘SamMatrik’- ‘सम मा त्रक’, ‘Ardh-SamMatrik’- ‘अधर्सम मा त्रक’,
‘Visham Matrik’- ‘ वषम मा त्रक’, ‘Sam Varnik’- ‘सम व ण�क’, ‘Ardh Sam Varnik’- ‘अधर्सम
व ण�क’, ‘Visham Varnik’- ‘ वषम व ण�क’) were also included. However, any ‘Chhand’ type
rules or examples under two of the subclasses (‘Ardh SamVarnik’- ‘अधर्सम व ण�क’, ‘Visham
Varnik’- ‘ वषम व ण�क’) were not found, to maintain the hierarchical structure and with a
vision of upcoming times, these two were also added so in upcoming times if any ‘Ch-
hand’ is found in these subclasses than that can be included quickly.

Figure 4.7 is representing the percentage-wise popularity based on the found types and
subtypes of the Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’-‘छंद’). Maximum 55.9% found Hindi Verses be-
longs to ‘SamVarnik Vrutt / Chhand’, which falls under the ‘Varnik Vrutt / Chhand’ class.
Rest 30.4%, 11.8%, and 2.0% were from ‘Sam Matrik Chhand’ (‘सम मा त्रक छंद’), ‘Ardh
SamMatrik Chhand’ (‘अद्धर्सम मा त्रक छंद’) and ‘Visham Matrik Chhand’ (‘ वषम मा त्रक छंद’)
respectively which is a total of 44.1% and falls under ‘Matrik Chhand’ main class. ‘Mukt
or Muktak Chhands’ is not having any other type or subtype classes hence not considered
in this representation. Also no ‘Chhands’ were found under the ‘Ardh SamVarnik Chhand
/ Vrutt’(‘अद्धर्सम व ण�क छंद / वृ ’) and ‘VishamVarnik Chhand / Vrutt’(‘ वषम व ण�क छंद / वृ ’).

After analyzing all the results, it was found out that the lengthy data inputs needed
extra time. Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’-‘छंद’), consist of a few numbers of lines, words, or
characters, gets recognized faster compare to ‘Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’-‘छंद’) made up of
a more number of lines, words, and characters.

Some Hindi Verses have higher accuracy than others as their rule is simple, so it is
easier to construct those verses, and detection is also easier. But, on the other hand,
wherever some Hindi Verses have the least accuracy because the construction rule of
such Hindi Verses is more complex, the detection is tricky, and the errors are more in
creation and detection both.
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4.8 Discussions

Till now, it is known and understood that it is a complex job to make people know about
the Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’) while this research work tried to cover most out of it, which
can help both humans and computers understand the Hindi Verses (‘Chhand’). The initial
challenge for this research work was collecting and analyzing the information and vali-
dating the same. Information found from the different sources was full of new aspects and
knowledge but conflicting and incomplete also. Sometimes it was much difficult to treat
something as ‘Chhand’ too. And the best example for that is ‘Ardhali’ (‘अधार्ली’) which
is not a Hindi Verse but a half part of the popular Hindi Verse named ‘Chaupai’ (‘चौपाई’),
which is consist of two stanzas only. At the same time, ‘Chaupai’ (‘चौपाई’) is the Hindi
Verse that is made up of four stanzas and considered as actual Hindi Verse. Such issues
are there because the people who really know and understand is less and people usually
write more Muktak Verses intend of the learning the rule and construction the rules-based
‘Chhands’ like Matrik and Varnik Verses due to that only it is becoming difficult and the
actual Hindi Verse are disappearing. A long-time duration (December 2017 to January
2021) was spent on the automatic metadata generator’s data collection and rule-based
modeling.

There are many Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’) types, subtypes, and can be further sub-sub
types. For this research work, only the first three levels were considered. The complexity
in itself was that much that it can be understood with several aspects. Each Verse type and
subtype is made up of a different set of rules. In that rules also, if it is coming from the
Matrik Verses stream, then rules are different, and if it’s coming from the Varnik Verses
stream, then again, rules are different.

For Matrik Verses, the Quantity calculation or ‘Matra Gadna’ is unique, and for the
Varnik Verses, the mapping of sequences using the eight types of ‘Gana’ is again different.
Apart from these various rules, while modeling the basic rules if any changes occurred, it
needs to thought of the impact of the same on all the other modeled rules of the construc-
tion of Hindi Verses used to identify and detect.

Dealing with the Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’), which are made up of combining the rules
of some existing Hindi Verses (‘Chhands’). This is another level of challenge because
whenever the metadata generator check, it will found more than one Hindi Verses and
end up saying that two or any number of Hindi Verses were found. Still, this metadata
generator is designed by overcoming all such issues and detected the single specific name
of Hindi Verse (‘Chhand’) which is made up of the combination of existing Hindi Verses.
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In Muktak Verses, as it is known that if any Hindi Verse not gets detected under the
Matrik Verses or Varnik Verses, it goes into the Matrik Verses. But one might have used
the multiple types of verses references while writing the Muktak Verses. Then all the ref-
erence verses used get detected and listed while populating the automatic metadata. This
is achieved through the different separation and the combination of those separations of
stanzas. That is also a tedious thing to accomplish with context to Hindi Verses.

To make the Hindi Verses easier to understand, the stop words were filtered and better
understanding the meanings as the examples of the words were produced with the help of
the Hindi wordnet.

As same as the Hindi Verse the efforts were made for the collection of the rules and
taxonomic structure creation so it can be used for the research, similar issues were faced
while performing this also. But Here issues are different because there are several people
who know about the ‘Alankars’ and use also but the issue is that all the ‘Alankars’ were
not managed as per the research standards. So, efforts were required for the systematic
taxonomic structure creation. Also, to open up a new stream of research the automatic
identification of ‘Alankars’ is introduced which was not the part of this research work in
initial objectives.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions, Major Contributions, and
Scope of Further Work

5.1 Conclusions

In conclusion, it can be said that to start this research work, In the beginning, the Hindi
Verses were arranged with their hierarchy in order. Also, by keeping the various aspects
of computational linguistics-based research work in mind, the rules of stanza have been
identified, verified, and arranged adequately by this research work.

In this research work, Hindi Verses are classified into standard classes for better and
easier hierarchical management. During the research work, it was felt that the detection
of Hindi Verses based on various rules is a complex process. It takes longer to find Hindi
Verses made up of complex regulations.Special exception rules slow down execution time
because it takes longer to moderate and check data. The Hindi Verses made up of one or
more stanza rules also take longer because they have to pass more than once during meta-
data generation processing to detect them.

Additionally, this research work can filter out an existing list of stop words and re-
move the stop words. Themeaning and example usage of the words can be suggested with
Wordnet integration, which helps understand the poems better. Words that were not still
included inWordnet are also filtered. After doing this research work, it can be powerfully
expressed that the systematic Hindi Verses rules and the concept of automatic metadata
generation for Hindi poetry can automatically generate meaningful metadata. The re-
search work done so far is enough for the incoming researchers to think about some other
relevant aspects and open a new way to contribute to the natural language processing and
computational linguistics research domain.
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Several aspects which can be concluded here is that dealing with Hindi text is tedious
due to the diacritics, ligatures, and complex word-formation. Such things are not there in
other languages such as English. Moreover, if Poetry and Prose are considered, dealing
with poetry is challenging in Hindi with context to Hindi Verses because Hindi Verses
are made up of so many complex and exceptional rules. From the perspective of NLP,
dealing with the context of words in poetry is way more complicated than managing in
prose.

From the perspective of the Indian Knowledge Management Systems, Hindi Verse
is coming from long back from ancient times. However, it was observed that they are
getting extinct. This research work is an effort to save such precious knowledge, which
is an asset in the true sense from the ancestors. People who know about the Hindi Verses
are less. Even if they exist more in numbers, this research is helpful for everybody as it
is tough to remember all the rules and regulations for all the types, subtypes, and subsub-
types of the Hindi Verses.

The major-specific contribution of this research work are included in the Section 5.2
Major Contributions.
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5.2 Major Contributions

• A hierarchical structure of Hindi Verse types is constructed.

• The construction rules of Hindi Verses were identified and validated manually.

• An automatic metadata generator based on Hindi Verse’s rule-based modeling with
a computational linguistics perspective is developed.

• A Hindi poetry corpus based on the Hindi Verses is ready, and the utility to collect
data systematically for corpus creation for Hindi Poetry is developed.

• Apart from the core objectives, To explore the ‘Alankar’ detection, a separate mod-
ule for ‘Alankar’ detection was also developed. Similar to ‘Chhands’, the hierar-
chical structure was constructed.
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5.3 Limitation

• The third type of character called ‘Plut’ used in Musical Composition is not con-
sidered in this research because it only deals with the text-based approach.

• The metadata generator can also work well with other Indian regional languages
with minor or no changes. Still, especially for Sanskrit, some significant change
will be required as the writing style, and formation of words are much more com-
plex in Sanskrit.

• Most affecting exceptions may impact the results positively or negatively if the
corpus is increased or decreased.

• Sufficient information and examples of ‘Ardh Sam Varnik’ and ‘Visham Varnik’
were not found yet included in the automatic metadata generator with a provision
that it may be found then it can be implemented with ease in upcoming times.
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5.4 Scope of Further Work

• Continuous evolution and adaptation of the newly known rule and new ‘Chhands’.

• Large data corpus creation for upcoming technologies such as machine learning
(ML).

• More ‘Alankars’ can be integrated will some different approach.

• ‘Ras’ detection based on emotion detection.

• The complete work is based on a computational linguistics text-based approach so
that a speech-based approach can be explored
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